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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Section 1503.4, the United
States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), as the lead agency for the preparation of the Final
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed San Juan Creek and Western San
Mateo Creek Watershed Special Area Management Plan (SAMP), has prepared responses to
comments received on the Draft EIS. All substantive comments received on the Draft EIS are
provided in Section 3 of this Responses to Comments document. Responses to comments
received on the Draft EIS are also provided in Section 3. As necessary to address the
comments, revisions to the EIS have been provided. As such, the Responses to Comments
document and the noted revisions to the EIS is the Final EIS for the San Juan Creek and
Western San Mateo Creek Watershed SAMP.
The USACE, as lead agency for the EIS, released the Draft EIS for public review and comment
on November 21, 2005. The public review period ended on January 16, 2006. Agency
comments received after the closure of the public review period were accepted by the USACE.
The Response to Comments document has been organized as four sections: Section 1 provides
the introduction; Section 2 provides a list of respondents to the Draft EIS; Section 3 contains the
comments and responses to environmental comments received on the Draft EIS; Section 4
identifies modifications and revisions to the EIS text; and Section 5 includes reference materials.
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SECTION 2
LIST OF RESPONDENTS
The following is a list of the public agencies, persons, and organizations that submitted
comments on the Draft EIS. The comments included written and e-mail correspondence and
oral testimony and comment cards from the December 6, 2005 public hearing held in City of
San Juan Capistrano. Comments have been numbered and responses have been developed;
both comments and responses are provided in Section 3.
Commentor
No.
Commentor

Date of
Correspondence

Page
Number

Federal Agencies
1

United States Department of the Interior

January 6, 2006

3-2

2

United States Environmental Protection Agency

January 27, 2006

3-3

February 10, 2006

3-35

January 30, 2006

3-38

State Agencies
3

California Department of Fish and Game

Special Districts/Regional Governments
4

Transportation Corridor Agencies

Local Agencies
5

County of Orange, Resources & Development
Management Department

January 17, 2006

3-39

6

City of San Juan Capistrano

January 30, 2006

3-43

Individuals/Organizations
7

B. Sachau (e-mail)

November 16, 2005

3-44

8

Endangered Habitats League

December 8, 2005

3-45

9

Peter H. Bloom

January 15, 2006

3-48

10.

Rancho Mission Viejo

January 13, 2006

3-52

Public Hearing: December 6, 2005
Oral Comments
11

Dan Silver

3-53

12

Richard Gardner

3-53
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SECTION 3
COMMENTS RECEIVED AND RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
Comments received during the 56-day public review period on Draft EIS raised an array of
issues. The comments included written and e-mail correspondence, and comment cards and
oral testimony at the December 6, 2005 public hearing held in the City of San Juan Capistrano.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Oft'icc o(Environmental Policy and Compllauce
1111 JacksonS~
Suile 520
Oakland, CA 94607

1/06/2006

ER05/m
U.S. Anny ColJISof Engineers
Yang (lae) Chung
Project Manager
(213) 452-3292
915 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles. CA 900 17
Subject: Notice of Availability for the Draft Environmentallmp&CtStatcmcnt(DEIS) for
the SanJuan CreekWatershed/WestcrnSanMateo Creek Watershed
Special Area ManagementPlan (SAMP), OrangeCounty, CA

Dear Mr. Cbung

}

The U.S. Departmentof the Interior hasreceived and reviewed the subject documentand

hasno commentsto offer.

Thank you for thc opportunity to review this project

Sincerely,
i

--;V

"

/t/~;::.~~

~

Patricia Sandenon Port
Regional Environmental Officer

cc: OEPC, HQ,
FWS. Portland, OR

1
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RESPONSES TO FEDERAL AGENCY COMMENTS

COMMENTOR 1

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Dated: January 6, 2006

Response 1
Comment noted.
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UNITEDSTATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

;C
,.>

REGION IX

'.. ""..",:~

75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

January27,2006
Colonel Alex Domstauder
District Engineer
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, LA District
Attn: Mark Durham
914 Wilshire Boulevard, 14mFloor
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Subject:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the San Juan Creek and Western
San Mateo Creek Watershed Special Area Management Plan (CEQ# 50490) and
associatcdSpecial Public Notices

Dear Colonel Dornstauder:
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the documents referenced
above. Our review is pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and Section 309 of the
Clean Air Act. Three Special Public Notices (SPNs) have been published concurrently ~th the
DEIS. If implemented, these SPNs would detennine the pennitting processfor future projects in
the SAMP area, including the 22,815-acre Rancho Mission Viejo (RMV) Planning Area. As the
documentsare so integrally linked, \\"e have combined our comments on the DEIS and SPNs .
one response. Our detailed comments are enclosed.
We appreciatethe opportunity to meet with you at your offices in Los Angeles on
JanUar}"18, 2006. EPA supports a watershed-basedapproach to environmental permitting and
planning and recognizes that the establishment of S~cial Area Management Plans (SAMPs) for
arcasof special scnsiti,it). where development is planned can help to reduce cumulative impacts
to aquatic resourcesand provide protection for high value resourCeareas. lnc proposed SAMP
has a strong conservation component that v-ill protect imporT.mtaquatic resources with
lX'nnanent conservation easementsand long-term management. \I,'hilc tour SA.:\fPsare currently
planned in southern California. this is the first SAMP that has resulted in the publication of an
EIS. Thc subject SAMP co..".:rsa ] 31.000-acrl."area in the San JU3IlCreek and western San
\fateo C're..:-k
\vatersheds
in southernOrangeCounty-CaJifomia"

Pri"t~

1M Rrl:.",l.-d P"P'"

1

While we are supportive of the overall SAMP frarne\\'OrK,we havc some questions and
concerns regarding the establishment of the proposed development areas,pem1ining procedures,
managementstrdtegics, aspectsofthc SPNs, and compliance with the Clean \\'atcr Act (CW A)
Section 404(bXI) Guidelines (Guidelines). We have rated the proposed alternative as
En\iromnental Concerns - Insufficient Information (EC-2) (see enclosed "Summary of Rating
Definitions"). \\I'e recommend addressingthese concerns before the Corps authorizes the long-

tenn Individual Permit(IP) referencedin the SPNfor the RMV PlanningArea.
We have concerns regarding the alternatives analysis, cumulative impacts. and air quality
impacts. In particular, we are concerned that only two action alternatives are analyzed in detail
in the DEIS, and additional information is neededto detennine if Alternative B-12 could be
considered the Least Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDP A). Sufficient detail to detennine
the LEDP A is important for the issuanceof me CW A S~on 404 pennit, as only the LEDP A
can be pennitted. In particular, the rationale for eliminating the less environmentally damaging
Alternative B-8 is not clear. The FEIS should explain why an effective conservation program
could not be established as a component of Alternative B-8. We also recommend the analysis of
an additional alternative that incorporates further on-site avoidance, as described in our detailed
comments.
Once the long-term IP is issued, it appearsdevelopment boWldarieswithin the RMV
Planning Area MIl be established,and no further avoidance or minimization win be required.
Consequently, it is critical that prior to issuanceof this permit, potential impacts to aquatic
resourceswithin the proposed development areasbe avoided and minimized to the ma.ximum
extent practicable. We recommend requiring sustainabledevelopment measureswithin the areas
targeted for development. A primary environmental benefit of developing and implementing a
SAMP on a watershed scale is that cumulative impacts to waters can be more effectively
evaluated and mitigated. As this document will serve as the basis for the impact analysis for
futurc development in the area, it is important that the cumulative impacts in the area be
analyzed in detail, including past and existing impacts or loss of waters of the U.S.
As stated earlier, this document will serve as the basis for the impact analysis for future
development in the area. Therefore, it is also important to estimate and mitigate potential
cumulative impacts to air quality in the area. The FEIS should evaluate the applicability of
Clean Air Act General Conformity requirements for all reasonably foreseeableemissions of
criteria pollutants for which the area is nooattainment or maintenance. In addition to air quality.
it is also important that the FEIS account for thc cumulative effect that past and existing projects
have had on agricultural resourcesand non-aquatic biological resources.

2
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~

We appreciatethe opportunity to revie\\' this DEIS, When the FEIS is released for public
revie\\', please send (3) copies to the addressabove (mailcode: CED-2), If you have any
questions. pleasecontact me at 415-972-3988 or Summer Allen, the lead reviewer for this
project, Summer can be reached at 415-972-3847.

~~~~9-

Duane Jamest Manager
Environmental Review Office

Main ID # 3665
Enclosures: Summaryof Rating Definitions
DetailedComments

cc: Ken Corey,US Fish andWildlife Service
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EPA's DETAILED COMt..lENTS ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL rMPACT STATEMENT FOR SA1';
JUAN CREEK AND WESTERN SAN MATEO CREEK WATERSHED SAMP- JANUARY 27, 2006

Alternatives Analvsis
According to the DEIS and Aquatic ResourcesRestoration Plan (Ap{X."ndixF2),
Alternative 8-12, the agency preferred alternative, involves future development and construction
of infrastnlCture \\ithin the RMV Planning Area that would result in pemaanentimpacts to 55.46
acresof waters and temporary impacts to 36.89 acres of waters. Additional impacts to waters
elsewhcre in the Iargcr SAMP area are anticipated, but have not been quantified. Based on our
review of the DEIS and the SPN for the RMV planning Area, we believe there is insufficient
information to make a determination as to whether Alternative B-12 represents the LEDPA to
meet the project purpose.as required under the Guidelines (40 CFR 230.10( a), 230.12).
According to the DEIS (page 3-5), the overall project purpose of the SAMP involves
allowing reasonableeconomic activities and development and establishment of an Aquatic
ResourcesConservation Program (ARCP) within the SAMP area. Clarification is needed
regarding what is considered "reasonable economic activities and development" to detcnnine if
Jessenvironmentally damaging alternatives that may, in fact, be practicable for the purposesof
Section 404 pemritting should be considered. For example, according to the DEIS (Table 5-2),
Alternative B-8 provides more acres of open spaceand fewer acres of development and dwelling
units than Alternative B-12, the agency preferred alternative. Alternative 8-8 is expected to
impact fewer acresof waters as well. However, the DEIS lacks sufficient information to justify
removing Alternative 8-8 from further consideration as a potential LEDPA
In part, Alternative B-8 is consideredto be economically infeasible becausethe acre ratio
of 5: 1 for open space-to-developmentis greater dlan die 2: 1 ratio under other plan areassuch as
Newport Coast and Otay Ranch (DEIS, page 6-95). We note that the proposed Alternative 8-12
has an open space-to-developmentratio of 3: 1. which is also greater than the two examplescited.
Given these incremental differences, the threshold and justification for detennining feasibility in
tenus of open space-to-developmentratios is unclear.
Alternative B-8 is also considered infeasible becauseit would not fully achieve RMV's
project needsas described in Chapter 3 of the DEIS. However, no specific infonnation
justiC}ing this statementis provided in die document. For example, it is unclear if the 14,000unit project under Alternative B-12 is being considered as a thre$hold for defining 'reasonable
economic development' or determining the practicability of an alternative. If so, a justification
for this threshold needsto be provided. Pleasenote that an alternative that does not fully meet
R.\.fV's specific economic goals may still meet project purpose and be practicable for the
purposes of Section 404 permitting. For instance,the DEIS lacks infonnation regarding the
practicability of increasing the demit), of units to reduce the overall footprint of de~'elopment
areasand impacts to jurisdictional waters. There also may be practicable options for feconfiguring the proposeddevelopment to accommodatemorc dwelling units than the 8,440 units
currently associated\\ith Alternative B-8.
According to the DEIS (pagl' 6-96), the de\elopmcnt of3,680 acrcs under Altcrnative B~ would not generatesufficient mitigation fUnding to addressall existing and fltture nced.~ot"the
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aquatic resourCc.,'S
in the 19,OOO-acrc
open spact:area, including the acquisition
easements. Thc DEIS (page 6-97) further assertsthat Alternative.
project purpose of establishing an Aquatic ResourceConservation Program (ARCP).
believe that insuffici~nt mitigation funding should be used as a basis to justify eliminating
Alternative 8-8, as this does not follow the mitigation sequ~ncingguidelines set forward in the
1990 C\\ 'A Memorandum of Agreement betweenthe Corps and EPA. Furthermore, it seems
that Alternative B-8 could include a conser\'ation easementcomponent similar to the phased
approach of establishing conservation easementsunder Alternative B-12.
The Aquatic Resources Adaptive Management and Monitoring Program describes shorttenn and 10ng-teM1funding for implementation of the program (pagesA22 to 24). It appears
that the $700,000 from RMV's pennitted Ladera Planned Community project and the $700,000
of SantaMargarita Water District funds could apply to Alternative B-8 for short-term
implementation. The proposed long-term fwlding mechanism, basedon property o~ner
assessments,could still generate substantial annual funding at build-out under Alternative B-8.
The FEIS should evaluate if some type of effective Aquatic ResourceConservation Program
could be implemented under this reducedfunding scenario.
Additional Avoidance Alternative: The range of development/openspace alternatives
is not sufficient to detennine the LEDPA. In comparing the 2004 Jurisdictional Delineation
Maps (Figures 4.1.2-7a-h) with the proposeddevelopment areas(Figure 5-13), there appear to be
several opportunities to further avoid direct impacts to waters of the United States. According to
the DEIS (pages4.2-4 to 4.2-30) the sub-basinsaffected by the proposed development areasare
basically intact We presume the waters within the affected sub-basinsare intact as well and
should be consideredfor avoidance where pmcticable. Once the boundaries of the development
areasare establishedunder the proposed long-term individual permit, no furthcr avoidance or
minimization under Letter of Permission (LOP) procedures will be required for future
development within these areas.
For Planning Areas 4 and 8, the exact footprint of future development has not been
determined. However, issuance of the long-term IP would provide for the future development of
550 acresand a 175~acrereservoir in Planning Area 4, and 500 acresof future development in
Planning Area 8. It is unclear how the number of development acreswas detennined and if a
smaller development footprint would be practicable.
Recommendations..
The FEIS should include specific or more clearly defined economic goals of the SAMP
participants that are used to define the project purpose. To support the selection of
Alternative B-12 as the LEDP A. the FEIS should disclose what specific goals and
objectives are being directly tied to project purpose or used as screening criteria to
eliminate alternatives in Chapter 6 and clarify ~hy such goals arc appropriate to use.
The FEIS should describe what constitutes a "reasonable level of economic activities and
development" and how the criteria have been used to detemline whether or not a
particular altcrnative meets thc project purpose or is practicabll: for tl1t:purposes of
Section 404 permitting.

2
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lObeFEIS should include a clear demonstration ofwby Alternative B-8, a less
cnvironmentally-darnaging aJternative,docs not meet the overall projt:ct pwpose or is
impracticablc in terms of costs. logistics, or existing technology_The FEIS should
addressthe spt:cific issuesraised in our comments regarding the economic feasibility
long-term managementof aquatic resourcesunder Alternative B-8.

lne FEISshouldevaluatethe practicabilityof an alternativethat incorporatesadditional
avoidanceof intact \\-atersin the following developmentareas:
PlanningArea 2 (Figure4.1.2-7b) the unnamedtributaryalongthe southeast
borderof the developmentarea;
PlanningArea 3 (Figure4.1.2-7c)one or moreof the five tributary systemsin the
developmentarea;
PlanningArea 4 (Figure4.1.2-7d)die tributarysystemto lower VertugaCanyon,
nearthe confluencewith SanJuanCreek;
PlanningArea 6 (Figure4.1.2-7f) all direct andindirectimpactsof proposed
orcharddevelopmentto ChristianitoCreek;and
PlanningArea 8 (Figure4.1.2-7h) the Blind Canyonwatershedandintact
headwaters
of TalegaCreek.

2
cont.

We recommend requiring through the federal pem1it the implementation of Low I1npact
Development Strategies(LIDS) and other sustainable development measureswithin the
areastargeted for development.' Such measurescan reduce the adverse impacts of
development both on-site and regionally at a watershed-scale. The FEIS shOuldalso
document any mitigation opportunities or alternatives outside of R1vfVPlanning Area. in
addition to the alternatives listed in Chapter 6. to broaden the scopeof the alternatives
analysis.

Cumulative Impacts
The cumulative impacts discussion is restricted to foreseeablefuture projects and does
not accoWlt for past or existing projects and the ongoing, related impacts to the ecosystem.

Althoughthecumulativeimpactsdiscussionis limited to futureproj~ts, the ~

~

---

that there will be unavoidable cumulative impacts to non-aquatic biological resources,
agricultural resources,mineral resources,air quality, water quality, and noise (pp. 9-53 to 9-.55).
However, there is no discussion of the contribution of each alternative to thesecumulative
impacts or methods of alleviating the environmental impacts as a result of these multiple
development and transportation projects.
We note that the proposed Southern Orange County Transportation Infrastructure

ImprovementProject(SOCTIIP)will addto cumulativeimpoctsin the area. This DEIS statc..-s
that the extent and type of impacts associatedMth SOCTIIP \\'ould vary depcndent on the
aJtcrnativeselected. \\"e appreciate the information on direct impacts given in Tables 9-2 to 9-4,

p~

.ReJe3S~I&(

~

'728S&
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However, the LEDPA recently selectedfor SOC 'lIP is not designatedin the DEIS for thc
SAMP.

In addition,~"hilewe are supportiveof the mitigation andthe s~cial conditionsproposed
in Section7 that will be part of the permits,the management
planthat ""';11
evaluatethe
effectivenessof thesemeasuresis not describedin thedocument
Recommendations:
The FEIS should include past/existing impacts to the area as contributing to die impacts
of the area. EPA recommendsthe FEIS also include a discussion of ench altemati ve's
potential to contribute to cumulative impacts. If these impacts are assumedto be
similar, the docwnent should include a discussion of the reasoning that led to this
conclusion. EPA recommends the FEIS include a general map of the projects in die
area. both completed anq planned as well as a map of ,'protected" areasand the level of
protection (in terms of potential for fill discharges) for biological resources.

3
cont.

The document should addressdIe stepsthat will be taken to lessenthc cumulative
impacts as a result of these projects through mitigation or avoidance. All of die projects
analyzed as cumulatively impacting dIe area have particular mitigation measures
designed to reduce the impacts of dIe project in isolation. However, the FEIS should
explain how ecosystemgoals will be met with all of dIeseprojects in combination. It
should describe the monitoring planned for the area for the foreseeablefuture and the
adaptive managementpl8n that will be used to respond to ecosystemdegradation. The
applicability and status of dIe Natural Community Conservation Plan/Habitat
Conservation Plan in and outside of the RMV Planning Area should be described.
We request that additional infonnation be included that describesthe LEDPA for the
SOCTIIP project. which will be the permittable alternative. A detailed evaluation
of this alternative will allow a more accurate representationof the cumulative impacts
resulting from the project.

Air Oualitv
Orange County is located in d1eSouth Coast Air Basin (SCAB). Carbon Monoxide (CO)
levels in the SCAB are approximately two times the federal National Ambient Air Quality
Standard (NAAQS) (p. 4.1-158). This area is classified as a serious nonattainment area for this
pollutant. SCAB is designatedas severenon-attainment for the 8-hour ozone NAAQS. The
200 1-2003 design value for 8-hour ozone in SCAB was 131 parts per billion by volume (PPbv).
considerably higher than the 8-hour ozone NAAQS of 80 pj>bv. SCAB is also designated
nonattainment for particulatc matter \\ith an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to a
nominal ten micrometers (PM1o) and particulate matter "ith an aerod)onarnicdiametlrless than
or equal to a nominal 2.5 micrometers (PM2j). For 2000 through 2002, the SCAB had the
highest PM2,Sannual mean concentration (29 micrograms per cubic meter or ~g/m3) in thc
country', indicating that significant emissionsreductions \\ill be neededto attain the annual
N,\;\QS for PM::~ of 15 ~g:rn3. In addition. datu from 2000-2002 sho\\' that tor the 24-hour

4
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PM2~

NAAQS,2 South Coast is one of two areas in the nation that are dc:signatedas

nonattainmentfor this standardof 6S~g/m3.
The DEIS statesthat the o~tion
of the proposed alternative Yo'ouldresult in significant
emissions of all pollutants except sulfur dioxides on a regional scale based on South Coast Air
Quality Management District (SCAQMD) thresholds of significance (p. 7.5-14). Specifically,

the DEIS statesthat the "... short-rem,construction-related
emissionsof NOx [nitrogenoxides],
CO, VOC [volatile organic compounds], and PMlo during the peak construction period would
remain significant after mitigation (Alternative 8-12, pp, 7.5.7.3)." The DEIS also statesthat the
"[l]ong-term operational emissions of CO, VOC, NOx, and PMlo would remain significant and
unavoidable (Alternative 8-12, pp. 7.5.7.3)."
Recommendatiom':
In addition to the construction emissions control measurescited in thc DEIS, EPA
recommendsthat the FEIS include a Construction Emissions Mitigation Plan (CEMP)
that incorporates, to the extent appropriate, additional measuresincluding dJefollowing:

.

.

..

Useparticulatetraps,oxidationcatalystsandothersuitable3control deviceson all
construction equipment used at the construction site. Control technologies such as
traps control approximately 80 percent of diesel particulate matter (DPM). Oxidation
catalysts control approximately 20 percent ofDPM, 40 percent of carbon monoxide
emissions, and 50 percent of hydrocarbon emissions.

Ensurethat diesel-powered
constructionequipmentis properly turiedandmaintained
to ensure they perform up to EPA certification levels and/or to ensure retrofit
technologies perform up to verified standards. Shut off equipment when not in direct
use.
Prohibit engine tampering to increasehorsepower.

Locatedieselengines,motors,andequipmentasfar aspossiblefrom residentialareas
and sensitive receptors (schools, daycare centers,and hospitals).

.
.

Leaseor buy newer,cleanerequipment(1996or newermodel),usinga minimumof
7Spercentofd1e equipment'stotal horsepo~.
Work with the SouthCoastAir Quality Control District to implementthe strongest
suitablemitigation for reducingconstructionemissions,and includethe above
measuresaspart of the CEMP in the USACEOrderauthorizingthe SAMP.
200 January 17, 2006, EPA published a Federal Register Notice on proposed
revisions to the PM2.5NAAQS. The proposal includes lowering the existing level of
the 24-bour standard from 6S ~g/m3 to 35 ~g/m3. The [mal rule is expectcd by
St:ptember27, 2006. The proposal is available at: bttp:/lwww.epa.govlfedrgstr/EPAAIR'2006,lanuary/'Day-17i.
'Suitability of control devices may bc basedon the following: whethcr thcrc is
reduced nonnaJ availability of construction equipment due to increased do\\11time
and:or powc..-r
output, "nether there may be significant damage caused to the
construction equipment engine or "'bether there may be a significant risk to nearby
workcrs or the public. Th~ project sponsor may "'ant to consid~r that such
dt:tt:nnination m4:l)'bc made in consultation \\'ith thc control de..ice manuf~clurl:r,
equipment OWllerand the Air District,
5
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EPA recommendsthat the FEIS consider additional mitigation tor operational emissions
that \\'ould reduce the project's VMT, including incorporation of Smart GroMh measures
and increasedtransit. EPA encouragescoordination with the South Coast Association of
Government~(SCAG) on ttansportation improvements to support future development.
Regarding applicable Federal Clean Air Act (CAA) requirements, EPA notes that only
thc:PMlo ponion ofSCAB.s 2003 Air Quality ManagementPlan (AQMP) has beenapproved by
EPA. The 1997/1999AQMP is the current approved State Implementation Plan (SIP) for I-hour
ozone, and the 1997 AQMP is the current approved SIP for CO and N~.
Recommendations:
The FEIS should include the infonnation that was used to detennine that the project's
operational impacts to air quality will be consistent with th~ current Air Quality
Management Plan. The appropriate SIP should be referenced for all applicable Federal
CAA requirements. The FEIS should clarify how theseadditional developments, in
combination with other proposed projects. such as SOCTIIP , ~ill not interfere with the
attainment goals ofPM1o and ozone, set for December 2006 and November 2010,
respectively.
The General Conformity requirement of the CAA (§ 176(c)(1» mandatesthat the Federal
government not license, permit, or approve any activity not confonning to an approved CAA
implementation plan. EPA anticipates taking final rulemaking action to amend die General
Conformity rule to addressPM2.5, including the establishment of de minimis levels, by the cod
of the statutory grace period (AprilS, 2006). Before the project can be approved by the Corps,
General Confonnity may need to be demonstrated for emissions associatedwith the Federal
action for all criteria pollutants for which the area is nonattainment or maintenance. Since the
proposed action is located in a nonattainment area for PM2.5, conformity must also be
demonstratedfor that pollutant after the end of the statutory grace period.

4
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Recommendations:
The FEIS should evaluate the applicability of Clean Air Act General Confonnity
requirements for all reasonably foreseeableemissions of criteria pollutants for which the
area is nonattainment or maintenance. EPA recommendsthat all mitigation, offsets,
controls, credits and/or other measuresneededto achieve and maintain General
Conformity for the project should be discussed in the FEIS and included as specific
commitments for the authorization of Clean Water Act §404 pennits and any other
permits associatedwith the Federal action in the SAMP. EPA will v.:ork ~ith the Corps
to detennine the appropriate method for meeting the General Conformity requirements,
according to the relevant requirements at the time of the Federal action.

S ecial Public ~otice No. 199916236-2-\'JCfor Letter of Permission
outside the RMV Plannio2 Area

Procedurc:~
5

\\'ithin areaseligible for abbreviated pennits. the proposed LOP procedures could
autlK>rizeany till acli\'ity \\lth no acreagelimit except for activities that altt:r I:ompensatory
mitigation sites and capital irnprovcment projccLsthat convert soft-bottom channels to concrctc.
6

lined channels. Thelocationsofthesc existingmitigationsitesshouldbe documentedand
mapped.In addition,the SAMP shouldalsoidentify potentialwetlandmitigation opportunities
outsideof the R1vlVplanningarea.
The proposed ARCP applies exclusively to the Rt\1V Planning Area. Thc SAMP does
not include a 'conservationcomponent for aquatic resourcesoutside the RMV Planning Area.
We arc particularly concerned \\ith the maintenanceof flood control charmcls. According to the
SPN, even within higher value aquatic resource areasgenerally not eligible for an abbreviated
pennit process,the maintenance of flood control channelscould still be authorized w1derLOP
procedureswith no acreagelimit (page 9). The DEIS and SPN lack a description of the Santa
Margarita Water District's (SMWD) program for maintaining flood control channels. It is
unclear how extensive the program is, what the existing baseline conditions of the affected
stream reachesare, or if mitigation was ever provided for the maintained stream reaches.
EPA should be involved in the pre-application coordination for LOPs both within and
outside the RMV Planning Area. Under the general condition number 8 (page 12), the second
sentenceshould most likely read "...liquid substances,will be stored. ..t, In addition, in the
section regarding offsets for temporal loss (page 15); it is unclear why the ratios of compensatory
mitigation vary depending on the stratum of vegetation impacted.

5
cant.

Recommendations:
The FEIS should include a map of the existing compensatory mitigation sites in the
SAMP area and a description of potential mitigation opportunities outside of the RMV
PlaMing Area. The specific stream reachespotentially affected W1derthis provision of
the proposed LOP should be identified.

TheFEIS shouldincludea descriptionofSMWD's programfor maintainingflood
controlchannels,as indicatedabove. The FEISshoulddescribeand identify the specific
streamreachessupportinghigh valueaquaticresourcesthat could be affectedby the
maintenance
of flood control channels.It shouldclarify bow this provisionof the LOP is
consistentwith the SAMP objectiveof protectinghigh valueaquaticresources.
SpecialPublic Notice No. 199916236-3-YJCfor Lon2-term Individual Permit and LOP
Procedureswithin the RMY Plannin2 Area
As indicated in our comments on the alternatives analysis, we do not believe that
sufficient information has been presentedto demonstrate that Alternative 8-12, the agency
preferred alternative, representsthe LEDPA to meet the project purpose as required under the
Guidelines. The same concerns apply to the proposed long-term individual permit that would
establish the boundaries of development areaswithin the RMV Planning Arca, in accordance
with Alternative B-12. According to the SPN (pages 9,10), once the development areasar~
established. no further avoidanc~ or minimization under future LOP procedurcs will be required.
r\S stated earlier, it is important that prior to issuanceof the long-term IP, impactS to \\'aters of
the United States\\ithin the proposed development areasbe avoided to the extent practicable.

6

Additional infonnation should be provided in the DEIS and SPN regarding the phascd
approach to recording conservation easementswithin the R.\.fV Planning Area. It would be
useful to include a copy or summary of the RMV Open SpaceAgreement cited in the SPN.
According to the SPN (page 11), the maintenance of flood control channels, even in
higher value aquatic resourcesareas,would stiJI be eligible for LOP procedures with no acreage
limits. The DE IS and SPN lacks a description ofthc Santa Margarita Water District's (SMWD)
program involving the maintenance of flood control channels. It is unclear how extensive the
program is, what the existing baseline condition is of the affected stream reaches,or if mitigation
was ever provided for the maintained stream reaches. The specific stream reachespotentiaJIy
affected under this provision of the proposed LOP should be identified and quantified.
Regarding wildlife movement corridors (page 15), it is unclear if the 400-meter \\'ide
corridor applies to all of the named tributaries or just San Juan Creek upstream ofTrampas
Canyon,
Recommendations:
The FEIS should fully addressconcernsregarding the analysis of alternatives and the
proposed long-tenn individual permit, as described in the discussion above.
The FEIS should include a description of the proposed phasedapproach to recording
conservation agreementswithin the RMV Planning Area.
The FEIS should include a description ofSMWD's program for maintaining flood
control channels,as indicated above. The FEIS should describe and identify the specific
stream reachessupponing high value aquatic resources that could be affected by
activities associatedwith the maintenanceof flood control channels. It should clarify
how this provision of the LOP is consistent with the SAMP objective of protecting high
value aquatic resources.
The FEIS should indicate the width of wildlife movement corridors to be established for
each trib~
specifically named in the SPN.
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cont.

SUMMARY OF EPA RATING DEFINITIONS
This rating systeltl was developed as a meansto summarize EPA's level of concern with a proposed action.
The ratings are a combination of alphabetical categoric:sfor evaluation of the cl1vironmental impacts of tile
proposal 311dnun\encal categories for evaluatiOl1of the adequacy of the £IS-

ENVIRONMENTAL IMP ACf OF THE ACTION

-

"W" (l.dc.kof Objections)

The EPA review has not identified any potential environmental.impacts requiring substantive changes to the
pro~.1be
review may have disclosed opportunities for application of mitigation measures d1atcould be
accomplished willi DOmore dIaD minor dI8Dges to die proposaI- -"
..

EC"

(EnvirolUllell/4/

CDllarIfS)

The EPA review bas identified environmentalimpactsdIat shouldbe avoidedin order to fully protect the
eo~
Conective ~
may requile cbaogesto die prd"~&cda1temativeor appIi<2tiOI1of
~~oo
~
thatcan~u<:e die cnviroomcotalimpact.EPA would like to work with the leadagency
to ~
theseimpacts.
8EO" ~~
Objec6DllS)
The EPA review basidentified significanteoVirooiueotaiiIl'~
diat mustbe avoidedin Orderto provide
adequatep'otectioo for die enViroomeol OxIective measuresmay ~
Q1~-!!ti-J cbaogesto die
~feaed altcmalive or considerationof someotherproject alternative(mcItiding the no action alternative
or a ~ alternative).EPA intends~ work.wid1die lead agencyto ~uce th~e impacts.
"EU" (Ett.,irD~
U~acto'7)
The EPA review bas identified adVetseeoYiroomeotaI iIn.,-~ that aceof 8Ufficieotm agnitude d1atdtey are
,~~isfaM~from
dtestaRdpointofpubtic hcald1ocwe1fareocCQ~roomeata1quality. BPA in~
to work
with the lead ageocy to reduce dIese impacts. If die potentiatty uosatis&.aocy impacts are not co~
at
d;1efinal EIS stage, this proposal witt be ~ended
for referral to die CEQ.

AUEOUACY OF THE ~Acr

STATEMENT

.
0rtec0'Y 1" (AdeqUau)
EPA bclieva the draft F1S8dcquatelysds fodh d1i eaviroo.meatalirn~s)

ofdte ~fened alta'native and

d1OSC
.of the alternatives reasonably available to die project oc action. No further analysis oc data oollcction.is

~~'Y.

but the revicwa: may suggestthe additiooofclari tying languageoc information.

"Ortqory 2" {lnsliffu:iellt Il!fomr.atio«j
The dcaft as does Rot contain suffacicu.tiDfO[matiOQroc SPA 10fully ~
enviroomental impacts d1atshould
be avoided ,in ocder to fully protect die environment, or- d1e SPA revi~
has identifioo new reasonably
available alta'Datives that ale widIiD die spectrum of aItcmativcs anaIyscci81.Ul.edraft ElS. which could ~uce
die environmental impacts ofdte adion. The identified additional infonnation. data.analyses, or discussion
should be included in die fmal EIS.
"Cdt.t'gOtyJ" (I~~)
EPA does Dot believe that dIe draft EIS ad~uately assessespotentially significant environmental impacts ofd1e
action, octbe FJ' A reviewec bas identified new, reasonably available altem.nves daatare outside ofdie spedrUm
of alternatives analyscd in die draft ElS, whiclt should be anaIysed in order to rcduc.edie potentially significant
envirocunCfttal impacts. FJ'A believes dial d\e identiCled additional infonDation. data, analyses. OC"
discussioos
arc of such. magnitude dtat dtey should have full public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe dlat die
draft flS is adequate for die purposes of die NEPA and/or Section 309 review, and dlus should be; formally
rcviscd and made available for public commcnt in a supplemental or ~
draft EIS. On the basis of the
potential significant. impacts involved. dtis proposal cou(d be a candidate for rcfClTal to dle CEQ.

.

From EPA Manual 1640,"Po{~y and Procedwa fO("d1eRcvicw of ~

Actions (mpactingdI~ Environment."

San Juan Creek and Western San Mateo Creek Watersheds SAMP EIS
Responses to Comments

COMMENTOR 2

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Dated: January 27, 2006

Response 1
Issues raised in the cover letter are addressed in subsequent responses to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Response 2
Introduction
To provide perspective for the USACE responses to the specific comments contained in EPA’s
comment letter, a few introductory comments are provided. In addition to the normal roles
associated with a voluntary SAMP program, each of the following responses reflects the unique
function of this SAMP as one component of a larger “coordinated planning process” for southern
Orange County (see Draft EIS, Section 2.1). The other two elements of the coordinated
planning process are the Southern Subregion Natural Community Conservation Plan/Master
Streambed Alteration Agreement/Habitat Conservation Plan (NCCP/MSAA/HCP) and the
County of Orange Ranch Plan General Plan Amendment/Zone Change (GPA/ZC) for the
Rancho Mission Viejo (RMV) Planning Area project. These other two components of the
coordinated planning process identify areas containing wetland and riparian vegetation
communities and upland vegetation communities for permanent protection and management
within a proposed Habitat Preserve. A central and complementary goal of the SAMP Aquatic
Resources Conservation Program is to identify and provide permanent protection for
wetland/riparian vegetation communities through designation of Aquatic Resource Conservation
Areas. As proposed by the NCCP/MSAA/HCP, achieving this central goal would be facilitated
through creation of the final Habitat Reserve which encompasses the land and water areas
contained within the designated SAMP Aquatic Resource Conservation Areas and results in a
combined Habitat Reserve/ Aquatic Resource Conservation Areas that will be managed
comprehensively over the long term as part of one coordinated management program.
However, the SAMP has been prepared in recognition of the fact that the NCCP/MSAA/HCP
has not yet been approved. Accordingly, the SAMP is also structured to function effectively as a
stand-alone program. Finally, the following responses reflect the fact that because the
formulation of alternatives for review under the coordinated planning process for southern
Orange County has encompassed all three of its component programs, open space protection
alternatives also were reviewed at a scale that includes upland vegetation communities and
wetlands/riparian communities.
Overview of Project Purposes in Relation to the Alternatives
Basic Project Purpose and Overall Project Purpose
Several of EPA’s comments raise questions regarding the manner in which the alternatives
analyses in the Draft EIS relate to the basic purpose and overall project purpose of the SAMP.
In order to provide an analytical framework for the responses to these comments, this
subsection of the response presents a brief summary of the relationship between the purpose
and need for the SAMP and the selection and review of alternatives.
Section 3.1 of the Draft EIS states:
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Recognizing the need for a more comprehensive planning approach in 1998, a
resolution by the United States House of Representative's Committee on Public Works
authorized the USACE to initiate a SAMP within the San Juan Creek/Western San
Mateo Creek Watersheds. A SAMP is an evaluation and management tool to achieve a
balance between aquatic resource protection and economic development. The broad
goals of the SAMP are to allow for comprehensive management and protection of
aquatic resources and to increase regulatory predictability for development and
infrastructure projects that would impact aquatic resources. Advanced planning would
allow for more effective consideration of aquatic resource conservation and those
development and infrastructure projects affecting aquatic resources. The development
and infrastructure projects include those addressing the needs of the Rancho Mission
Viejo, County of Orange, and the SMWD.
As further stated in the Draft EIS, Section 3.1.2.2 notes that the overall project purpose has two
elements:
•

The SAMP involves establishment of an Aquatic Resources Conservation Program
(ARCP) consisting of preservation, restoration, and management as mitigation for
impacts authorized by the proposed permitting procedures. The Aquatic Resources
Conservation Program involves coordination of components of mitigation including
avoidance, minimization, and restoration. The Aquatic Resources Conservation
Program would be developed in coordination with the Southern Subregion
NCCP/MSAA/HCP habitat reserve.

•

The SAMP involves allowing reasonable economic activities and development by
identifying areas and/or activities suitable for coverage under a comprehensive,
abbreviated permitting process for residential, commercial, industrial, recreational,
infrastructure, and maintenance needs within the SAMP Study Area. The term
“reasonable” is evaluated in consideration of the no federal action alternative, project
needs of SAMP participants, and the SAMP tenets.

The two main elements of the overall project purpose are summarized below.
Aquatic Resources Conservation Program
The Draft EIS summarizes the three components of the Aquatic Resources Conservation
Program and the manner in which the EIS Alternatives Analysis addresses the ways in which
different alternatives are reviewed in relation to the establishment of the Aquatic Resources
Conservation Program.
•

Aquatic Resources Preservation: In conjunction with the NCCP/MSAA/HCP and
GPA/ZC, the other two components of the “coordinated planning process,” a wide range
of development/open space alternatives have been identified for environmental review.
The SAMP process is intended to examine these alternatives in order to determine the
extent to which these alternatives, in conjunction with already protected open space,
would preserve significant aquatic resources (identified in connection with USACE and
NCCP/MSAA/HCP studies) within the SAMP Study Area. Avoidance/minimization of
impacts to aquatic resources would also be examined in conjunction with a
Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines review of permitting procedures. At the end of the SAMP
process, aquatic resources recommended for permanent preservation would be
identified. In this EIS, these areas are termed “Aquatic Resources Conservation Areas”
(ARCAs).
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•

Aquatic Resources Restoration: The USACE Engineer Research Development Center
(ERDC) has prepared a Riparian Ecosystem Restoration Plan for San Juan and Western
San Mateo Creek Watersheds to provide a broad-scale restoration template. Areaspecific restoration opportunities and measures would be identified under the Section
404(b)(1) Guidelines review of proposed permitting procedures. Environmental review of
this element in this EIS focuses on the consistency of alternative habitat reserve designs
with the restoration recommendations and the extent to which specific habitat restoration
measures can provide mitigation for impacts to aquatic resources that could potentially
occur in connection with the proposed permitting procedures.

•

Aquatic Resources Management: Where applicable, management of aquatic
resources would be carried out in accordance with the SAMP Aquatic Resources
Adaptive Management Program (ARAMP). Adaptive management and monitoring
activities would be conducted primarily in areas proposed to be protected in conjunction
with proposed permitting procedures as mitigation for impacts to aquatic resources
subject to USACE jurisdiction (these management and monitoring activities are
described in the Aquatic Resources Adaptive Management Program reviewed in this
EIS). The NEPA alternatives analysis will review the extent to which the different
development/open space alternatives are consistent with habitat management
recommendations set forth in the NCCP Southern Planning Guidelines and the Draft
Watershed and Sub-basin Planning Principles (Watershed Planning Principles) at both a
watershed- and sub-basin scale.

As reviewed in the Draft EIS, 5 “A” Alternatives (NEPA/USACE Section 404 required
alternatives) and 12 “B” Alternatives (Habitat Reserve/Aquatic Resources Conservation Area
design alternatives) are reviewed in relation to the extent to which each alternative addresses
the aquatic resources protection, restoration, and management goals of the SAMP.
Reasonable Economic Activities and Development
The goals of the SAMP also involve “allowing reasonable economic activities and development
by identifying areas and/or activities suitable for coverage under a comprehensive, abbreviated
permitting process for residential, commercial, industrial, recreational, infrastructure, and
maintenance needs within the SAMP Study Area.” As noted above, the economic activities and
development include the development and infrastructure projects “addressing the needs of the
Rancho Mission Viejo, County of Orange, and the SMWD.” The permit applicants have stated
the following goal is to be addressed in conjunction with the Alternatives Analyses as set forth in
Draft EIS Section 3.1.1.2:
Rancho Mission Viejo’s primary need is to provide an economically viable mix of
residential, commercial, and other urban and natural open space lands capable of
addressing the growth projections of an ever-expanding population of southern Orange
County. In doing so, Rancho Mission Viejo has stated their purpose is to provide an
economically viable mix of residential, commercial, and other urban and natural open
space lands capable of addressing the societal needs and goals of southern Orange
County as reflected in the plans and policies of the Orange County General Plan and the
Orange County Projections (OCP)”
The County of Orange needs considered in the assessment of reasonable economic activities
and development include the County’s long-term housing goals identified in official projections
(Orange County Projections [OCP]) used by the County and regional agencies for purposes of
housing needs assessment, transportation planning and air quality planning:
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In managing the ever-expanding population of southern Orange County, the County of
Orange approved the Rancho Mission Viejo General Plan Amendment/Zone Change
(GPA/ZC), which was done within the environmental planning framework established by
County/SCAG planning programs to address a combination of environmental and other
societal goals regarding housing and economic development. With regard to housing,
transportation, and air quality goals, growth projections were adopted by Orange County
(Orange County Projections−2004, “OCP−2004”) for incorporation into SCAG’s fivecounty growth forecast for the 2004 Regional Transportation Improvement Plan (RTIP)
and the South Coast Air Quality Management District’s Air Quality Management Plan
(AQMP). OCP-2004 identifies approximately 20,000 housing units on the RMV Planning
Area by 2025. (Source: Draft EIS, Section 3)
Rancho Mission Viejo’s statement of goals set forth in the Draft EIS also reference the
balancing of economic, environmental, and other goals by the County of Orange in reviewing
and approving The Ranch Plan GPA/ZC project, noting that the County’s balancing process
resulted in the approval of a General Plan amendment and zone change authorizing 14,000
housing units (6,000 fewer units than in the OCP Year 2025 projection).
EPA was concerned about the definition of “reasonable economic activities and development.”
Although the term “reasonable” is used several times within NEPA,1 this term is not provided a
regulatory definition within NEPA regulations or within the USACE SAMP Regulatory Guidance
Letters. The lack of a technical definition, suggests that “reasonable” is defined in terms of its
common sense, dictionary definition. According to Webster’s Third New International Dictionary,
“reasonable” is defined as “being in agreement with right thinking or right judgment; not
conflicting with reason; not absurd; nor ridiculous; being or remaining within the bounds of
reason; not extreme; not excessive.” “Reasonable economic development” may be construed as
economic development that is within reason, economic development that is not ridiculous, or
economic development that is not excessive.
Lacking any quantitative clarification of the term “reasonable,” any quantitative determination of
the size of “reasonable economic development” was not attempted. In contrast, the definition of
“reasonable economic development” was viewed through the lens of the no federal action
alternative, local needs, and the SAMP Tenets with the understanding that substantial
deviations from local needs and violations of the SAMP Tenets were not within reason. Those
alternatives that substantially deviated from local needs and/or substantially violated the SAMP
Tenets were determined to be unreasonable. Therefore, the USACE believes that consideration
of the stated local needs were important in clarifying what is reasonable economic development
as part of the overall project purpose.
In defining the overall project purpose, the USACE considered the needs of the applicants,
Rancho Mission Viejo and Santa Margarita Water District, and the land use agency, the County
of Orange. Rancho Mission Viejo saw a need to “have a development/open space plan
approved that has the capability of providing the financial return necessary for the landowner to
offset the level of risk inherent in long-term master plan development, the loss of investment
opportunities, and the commitment of land and financial resources necessary to provide for the
large-scale protection of many valuable resources, including required dedications for the
SAMP.” One component of Rancho Mission Viejo’s financial commitment to the Ranch Plan
project is represented by the South County Roadway Improvement Program (SCRIP). The
SCRIP identifies south Orange County traffic improvements through which Rancho Mission
1

NEPA has references to “reasonable alternatives” (Parts 1500.2, 1502.1, 1504.14), reasonable procedural time
frames (Part 1507.3), and reasonable anticipation of cumulative impacts (Part 1508.27).
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Viejo will contribute approximately $143,775,000 which exceeds its fair share responsibilities.2
As noted, the County of Orange has housing, transportation, and air quality goals where growth
projections were adopted by Orange County (Orange County Projections-2004 [OCP-2004]),
which involved projections of 20,000 housing units on the RMV Planning Area by 2025. In
determining the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA), it was not
enough for the needs of Rancho Mission Viejo to be addressed. If that were the case, then
Alternative A-5, which would create 3,000 high-priced estate lots with minimal grading, may
have satisfied all of Rancho Mission Viejo’s economic goals. The needs of the County, as the
local agency, also needed to be addressed as well in accordance with Regulatory Guidance
Letters 86-10 and 05-09. The USACE believes that it was necessary to consider the County’s
growth projections, including the original 20,000 dwelling unit housing allocation for this part of
the County.
EPA commented that the LEDPA may not achieve Rancho Mission Viejo’s specific goals while
still meeting the overall project purpose. The USACE concurs with this statement. Rancho
Mission Viejo went through two iterations from their proposed development before
Alternative B-12. Rancho Mission Viejo has shown flexibility in revising its project while seeking
to meet the County’s housing goals. Although Rancho Mission Viejo had very specific land use
goals, including a development with five golf courses, those specific goals were changed over
time in response to state and federal agency considerations and local input. Although general
goals were a consideration in determining the LEDPA, specific goals did not have undue
bearing on the decision as evidenced by project changes over the years.
Topics Addressed in the Alternatives Analyses
Section 6.5 of the Draft EIS reviews Alternatives Rejected from Further Consideration in
Chapter 8.0 under Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1), including the extensive analyses of the
consistency of each of the “B” Alternatives with the SAMP Tenets and the Watershed Planning
Principles. Chapter 5 of the Draft EIS presents the reasons for eliminating 12 of the 17
alternatives from further consideration in Chapter 6. For the reasons stated in Section 5.4.2 of
the Draft EIS, five alternatives were selected for further review in Section 6.5: Alternatives A-4,
A-5, B-8, B-10 Modified, and B-12.
All five of the alternatives selected for review in Chapter 6 of the Draft EIS were evaluated for:
(a) consistency with the SAMP Tenets; (b) consistency with the Baseline Conditions Watershed
Planning Principles; and (c) consistency with the Sub-Basin Watershed Planning Principles. All
five alternatives were then reviewed for “Consistency with the SAMP Purposes and Goals.”
EPA’s comments focus on the “B” Alternatives selected for further review in Chapter 6 of the
Draft EIS. Alternatives B-8, B-10 Modified, and B-12 were reviewed under the following
screening criteria used for assessing consistency with the SAMP goals and purposes and which
are relevant to many of EPA’s comments:

2

•

Allowing Reasonable Economic Activities and Development

•

Summary of Issues Raised in the Reviews of the Consistency of the Alternative with the
SAMP Tenets and Watershed Planning Principles

•

Feasibility of Assuring the Long-Term Protection of Aquatic Resources

•

Long-Term Aquatic Resources Habitat Restoration and Management

South County Roadway Improvement Program (SCRIP), October 2005.
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As noted previously, the EPA’s comments address several aspects of the alternatives analyses.
Responses to the EPA comments include reference to the overall framework of the alternatives
analyses summarized above and as specifically cited below.
A. Is the 14,000 Unit Project under Alternative B-12 Being Considered as a Threshold for
Defining “Reasonable Economic Development” or Determining the Practicability of an
Alternative?
B. Adequacy of Information Regarding Impacts to Waters Outside of the RMV Planning
Area
C. Adequacy of the Information to Justify Removing Alternative B-8 from Further
Consideration as the LEDPA
D. Mitigation Considerations in Relation to Sequencing Requirements
E. Could Alternative B-8 Generate Adequate Funding to Carry Out the Proposed Aquatic
Resources Adaptive Management and Monitoring Program
F. Rationale for Rejecting Alternative B-8
G. Additional Avoidance of Waters of the U.S. in Planning Areas 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8
H. Low Impact Development Strategies
I.

Mitigation Opportunities or Alternatives Outside the RMV Planning Area

A. Is the 14,000 Unit Project under Alternative B-12 Being Considered as a Threshold for
Defining “Reasonable Economic Development” or Determining the Practicability of an
Alternative?
EPA Comment
According to the EPA Comment letter, if the 14,000 unit project under Alternative B-12 is
being considered as a threshold for defining “reasonable economic development” or
determining the practicability of an alternative, a justification for this threshold needs to be
provided. EPA states that “an alternative that does not fully meet RMV’s specific economic
goals may still meet project purposes and be practicable for the purposes of Section 404
permitting.” EPA further states:
For instance, the DEIS lacks information regarding the practicability of increasing the
density of units to reduce the overall footprint of development areas and impacts to
jurisdictional waters. There also may be practicable options for reconfiguring the
proposed development to accommodate more dwelling units than the 8,440 units
currently associated with Alternative B-8….
Recommendations:
The FEIS should include specific or more clearly defined economic goals of the
SAMP participants that are used to define the project purpose. To support the
selection of Alternative B-12 as the LEDPA, the FEIS should disclose what specific
goals and objectives are directly tied to project purpose or used as screening criteria
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to eliminate alternatives in Chapter 6 and clarify why such goals are appropriate to
use.
The FEIS should describe what constitutes a ‘reasonable level of economic activities
and development’ and how the criteria have been used to determine whether or not a
particular alternative meets the project purpose or is practicable for the purposes of
Section 404 permitting.
USACE Response
Defined Economic Goals and Criteria for Determining What Constitutes a Reasonable Level
of Economic Activities and Development
The Draft EIS does clearly define the economic goals of the SAMP participants.
Section 3.1.1.2 of the Draft EIS sets forth the needs and goals of Rancho Mission Viejo in
relation to needs and goals identified by the County of Orange. The discussion in
Section 3.1.1.2 includes the following two Rancho Mission Viejo goals: (a) “to provide an
economically viable mix of residential commercial and other urban and natural open space
lands capable of addressing the societal needs and goals of southern Orange County as
reflected in the plans and policies of the Orange County General Plan and the Orange
County Projections (OCP) (emphasis added)” and (b) “to have a development/open space
plan approved that has the capability of providing the financial return necessary for the
landowner to offset the level of risk inherent in long-term master plan development, the loss
of investment opportunities, and the commitment of land and financial resources necessary
to provide for the large-scale protection of many valuable resources, including required
dedications for the SAMP.” For instance, Rancho Mission Viejo will be making costly
infrastructure investments in roads and bridges early in its development program that create
an unacceptable level of risk if it is unable to carry out the development projects that will
support such infrastructure in economic terms (see prior discussion of the SCRIP). Further,
as noted in the Draft EIS, the OCP-2000 Projections provide for approximately 20,000 units
in the RMV Planning Area. Therefore, a specific economic goal is defined as meeting
OCP-2000 Projections. However, this economic goal is to be balanced by the environmental
goals of the coordinated planning process including the County’s balancing of
environmental, societal and economic goals in acting upon The Ranch Plan GPA/ZC project
(see Draft EIS Section 3.1.1.2).
Nowhere in the SAMP Draft EIS is the 14,000 dwelling unit total approved by the County of
Orange for the RMV Planning Area as a part of The Ranch Plan GPA/ZC project stated as
an absolute economic requirement defining a reasonable level of economic activities and
development. As noted previously, the alternatives considered in the SAMP EIS and within
the overall coordinated planning process range from 2,000 to 3,000 dwelling units for
Alternative A-5, to 8,000 dwelling units for Alternative B-8, to 14,000 units for several of the
“B” Alternatives, to 20,000 dwelling units for the County-formulated Alternative B-11 (the
latter alternative providing housing units generally consistent with the OCP projections). The
SAMP Draft EIS Alternatives Analysis recognizes both the balancing undertaken by the
County of Orange in approving 6,000 fewer units than OCP-2000 in acting on The Ranch
Plan GPA/ZC project and the importance of County housing goals in any assessment
relating to a reasonable level of economic activities provided under the different “A” and “B”
Alternatives. Furthermore, the Settlement Agreement entered into by the County of Orange,
Rancho Mission Viejo, the Natural Resources Defense Council, the Endangered Habitats
League, and others also recognizes the balance between a reasonable level of economic
activities and development and the environmental goals of the coordinated planning
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process. The Settlement Agreement as reflected by Alternative B-12 provides for 14,000
dwelling units while protecting key resource areas such as the majority of middle Chiquita
and virtually the entirety of the San Mateo Watershed within the RMV Planning Area.
It is clear from a review of Draft EIS Section 6.5 that allowing reasonable economic activities
is a screening criterion, but this criterion is only one of several that are weighed together.
For instance, Section 6.5.2 states that Alternative A-5 “is considered economically feasible.”
However, Section 6.5.2.3 notes that Alternative A-5 does not meet County-stated goals
regarding “the provision of needed housing both in terms of dwelling units and range of
housing types. This analysis of Alternative A-5 then proceeds to consider shortcomings of
this alternative with respect to the inability to assure long-term protection of resource areas,
the absence of a regulatory basis for establishing a comprehensive Aquatic Resources
Adaptive Management Program, and the inability to carry out comprehensive aquatic
restoration. Therefore, even though Alternative A-5 would potentially meet some of Rancho
Mission Viejo’s economic goals, it was rejected for the failure to meet County societal goals
and SAMP environmental goals.
Also, there is an impression that EPA is asking for an economic justification based on a
certain level of return or profit. An overall project purpose that attempts to determine a
precise economic threshold is meaningless for a project/process with a 25-year horizon that
would involve periods of varying short- and long-term interest rates, economic outlooks, and
government financial policies across multiple political terms on federal, state, and local
levels. Rather the emphasis needs to be on certain physical or organizational objectives. Of
course, the LEDPA needs to be financially attainable, but the emphasis is on purposes that
serve a specific need that can be defined in terms of physical or organizational objectives
such as addressing local housing needs.
Similarly, Section 6.5.3.2 of the Draft EIS reviews Alternative B-8 and notes not only the
inability to provide housing units in the range indicated as acceptable by the County of
Orange in approving The Ranch Plan GPA/ZC project, but also indicates that “given the
limited land area available for housing development,” Alternative B-8 “would likely not
provide for as great a range of housing opportunities as the other “B” Alternatives. However,
the review under “Allowing Reasonable Economic Activities and Development” is not by any
means determinative. Section 6.5.3.2 goes on to review the “Economic Feasibility of
Assuring the Long-Term Protection of Aquatic Resources” and “Long-Term Aquatic
Resources Habitat Restoration and Management.” In rejecting Alternative B-8, the Draft EIS
analysis cites the failure of the alternative to meet reasonable economic activity goals as
well as the SAMP aquatic resources protection, restoration, and management goals.
Potential Development Re-Configuration or Intensification of Development
EPA noted that they would like to have seen other alternatives including higher density
alternatives and alternatives that avoid a particular tributary system within one of the Ranch
Plan development planning areas. Having already examined 12 development alternatives
involving establishment of the SAMP and 5 alternatives that do not involve establishment of
a SAMP, the request of additional alternatives on the proposition that not enough
alternatives have been examined is not considered to be reasonable. A full range of
alternatives has been examined in light of the project purpose that considered the needs of
local interests.
EPA also proposed consideration of other configurations of existing alternatives involving
avoidance of an occasional tributary in some of the other development planning areas. EPA
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is missing the context of the SAMP. The SAMP provides a different framework of analysis
that looks at larger landscape elements as encapsulated by the SAMP Tenets. Many
environmental issues are related to larger landscapes elements including lateral and
longitudinal connectivity of riparian resources, maintenance of sediment equilibrium,
provision of buffers, and protection of headwater areas over an extended time frame. As an
example, Alternative 5 completely avoids Waters of the U.S. to create a financially viable
project, but the alternative would doom many species dependent on movement corridors
including the mountain lion and arroyo toad. Those larger landscape issues and obtaining
assurances for their protection are more important than the nominal importance of
avoidance of 0.5 acre of waters here or there. In consideration of the 3,222 acres of
probable jurisdiction in the SAMP Study Area, including 857 acres of probable jurisdiction in
the RMV Planning Area, it is important to look at larger landscape issues in order to have
long-term protection of key ecosystem elements.
The 17 alternatives reviewed in the Draft EIS reflect a very broad range of development and
open space configurations. The extent to which these different configurations attain the
economic and environmental goals of the SAMP is thoroughly reviewed in the Draft EIS and
it is difficult to imagine a reasonable development configuration that is not presented and
reviewed in the 17 alternatives.
Density assumptions are based on site attributes and constraints and are uniform within
development planning areas common to one or more alternatives. It is important to note that
unlike areas with flat terrain, all of the planning areas involve substantial areas with slopes
that reduce the extent of land that can be developed. The comment regarding examining
intensification of development for any particular alternative would undermine the uniformity
of assumptions for planning areas used across the different alternatives so that differences
among the alternatives can be effectively evaluated.
B. Adequacy of Information Regarding Impacts to Waters Outside of the RMV Planning
Area
EPA Comment
EPA’s comment letter states:
…Alternative B-12…would result in permanent impacts to 55.46 acres of waters and
temporary impacts to 36.89 acres of waters. Additional impacts to waters elsewhere
in the larger SAMP area are anticipated, but have not been quantified. Based on our
review of the Draft EIS and the SPN for the RMV Planning Area, we believe there is
insufficient information to make a determination as to whether Alternative B-12
represents the LEDPA to meet the project purpose, as required under Guidelines (40
CFR 230.10(a), 230.12)..
USACE Response
As stated in both the Special Notices and the Draft EIS, only the potential impacts
associated with the permitting procedures for the proposed Rancho Mission Viejo long-term
individual permit and the Regional General Permit (RGP) are assessed in the Draft EIS. The
Draft EIS also states that impacts to aquatic resources outside the RMV Planning Area
under the proposed RGP procedures have been determined to be very minor and
comparable to the level of impacts which normally would be addressed by the existing
Nationwide Permits program. With regard to future Letter of Permission (LOP) procedures
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participants outside the RMV Planning Area, the Draft EIS makes clear that “the proposed
LOPs would be subject to future NEPA review and evaluation under the Section 404(b)(1)
Guidelines to determine the extent of impacts to riparian and wetland habitats” (see Draft
EIS, Section 3.2.2.2). Further, the Draft EIS notes, “Given future NEPA and 404(b)(1) review
and the provisions of the LOP procedures (including General Conditions and any future
Special Conditions) future use of the LOPs would not likely have extensive impacts to higher
quality aquatic resources” (see Draft EIS Section 3.2.2.2, see also Section 8.2.1). Therefore,
all of the information required to assess the nature and extent of impacts that would result
from the approval of the Rancho Mission Viejo and RGP permitting procedures (the only
permitting procedures that would receive final authorization) is fully set forth in the Draft EIS.
C. Adequacy of the Information to Justify Removing Alternative B-8 from Further
Consideration as the LEDPA
EPA Comment
In part, Alternative B-8 is considered to be economically infeasible because the acre
ratio of 5:1 for open space-to-development is greater than the 2:1 ratio under other
plan areas such as Newport Coast and Otay Ranch (DEIS, page 6-95). We note that
the proposed Alternative B-12 has an open space-to-development ratio of 3:1, which
is also greater than the two examples cited. Given these incremental differences, the
threshold and justification for determining feasibility in terms of open space to
development ratios is unclear.
USACE Response
Rationale for the Use of a 2:1 Dedication Ratio in Analyzing Alternative B-8
In considering appropriate private property dedication ratios for assuring protection of
Aquatic Resource Conservation Areas, the USACE examined the two large, single-owner
landholdings in southern California that appear to be comparable in resource value and that
were planned as part of large scale conservation planning programs (Newport Coast and
Otay Ranch). These two large, private landholdings are comparable to the Rancho Mission
Viejo lands with respect to significant resources and involvement in large-scale conservation
planning programs (the Newport Coast plan resulted in the protection of all major riparian
areas and Otay Mesa contains a broad spectrum of resources). Conservation planning
program approvals for the two comparable landholdings resulted in dedication ratios of
approximately 2:1. As noted in the EPA comment, Rancho Mission Viejo’s open space
dedication commitments proposed under Alternative B-12 would result in an open space to
development dedication ratio of approximately 3:1, very likely the highest dedication ratio for
a landholding of this scale in southern California.
EPA’s comment notes the higher ratio for Alternative B-12 open space dedication (3:1) than
those of the comparable lands and believes there are no incremental differences between a
dedication ratio of 3:1 and 5:1. We disagree. A 3:1 dedication ratio results in a 25 percent
allowable development area, and a 5:1 dedication ratio results in a 16.7 percent allowable
development area. Newport Coast and Otay Ranch projects had 33.3 percent allowable
development areas. We believe any substantial deviation from what was performed in the
recent past for similar planning efforts with similar issues would be deemed excessive and
thus not reasonable. Whereas a 3:1 dedication ratio is slightly different than a 2:1 dedication
ratio (decrease from a 33 percent development area to a 25 percent development area), it is
not excessive compared to a 5:1 dedication ratio (decrease from a 33 percent development
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area to a 16.7 percent development area). Thus, a 5:1 ratio is not deemed reasonable
economic development in light of what has been accepted for similar projects in the recent
past.
Furthermore, with respect to an open space protection program employing a 3:1 dedication
ratio under Alternative B-12, it is reasonable for Rancho Mission Viejo, as a participant in the
voluntary SAMP program, to express the acceptable level of dedication based on similar
projects in the recent past in the context of Project Purposes. This is not any different for
any entity asking to endure comparable costs as similarly positioned competitors within a
region. This is consistent with the language in USACE Regulatory Guidance Letter 93-02
which states, “The determination of what constitutes an unreasonable expense should
generally consider whether the projected cost is substantially greater that the costs normally
associated with the particular type of project.” For this situation, the cost is not in precise
monetary units but in the acres of land that is required to be managed for long-term
environmental conservation using the profits from 1 acre of development.
From the perspective of costs of managing preserved lands for ecosystem efforts as part of
an open space dedication program, similar projects in the region have used a dedication
ratio of 2:1 (1 acre of development funding the management of 2 acres of natural land).
Rancho Mission Viejo has indicated that it is prepared to agree to a 3:1 dedication ratio to
mitigate project impacts because of several factors vitally important to the attainment of its
goals as stated in the Draft EIS: (a) the dedication program is the outcome of an
unprecedented consensus Settlement Agreement with environmental groups; (b) the
certainty provided through the combined effect of the NCCP/MSAA/HCP and SAMP
programs, if approved, is extremely important to the applicant; (c) Alternative B-12 allows for
14,000 housing units, providing a wide range of housing opportunities addressing the
applicant’s need for an economic basis for the Habitat Reserve dedication program and
substantially fulfilling the County’s societal goals set forth in the Draft EIS; and (d) several of
the features of Alternative B-12 respond to specific USACE concerns (e.g., the width of the
San Juan Creek riparian wildlife movement corridor and the dimensions of the habitat
linkage between the San Juan Creek and San Mateo Creek Watersheds). It should be noted
that certainty of assuring permanent protection of aquatic resources is also a central goal of
the SAMP.
In reviewing Alternatives B-8, B-10 Modified, and B-12, the USACE considered the ability of
each of the alternatives to assure the permanent preservation of Aquatic Resources
Conservation Areas in areas presently in private ownership that would be subject to the
proposed RMV permitting procedures (including riparian areas and uplands areas outside
USACE jurisdiction (see the discussion of “Aquatic Resources Preservation” in Draft EIS
Section 1.1 and the discussions of long-term aquatic resources protection in Draft EIS
Sections 6.5, 6.6, 8.9.2.3). Under NEPA, alternatives must be “reasonable.” Under the
Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines, alternatives must be “practicable” in relation to the Basic
Project Purpose and as informed by the overall purposes of the permit applicants. Clearly,
the feasibility of assuring permanent protection of aquatic resources through the
establishment and long-term management of Aquatic Resources Conservation Areas is
central to the goals of the SAMP as set forth in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIS.
The Draft EIS reviews the manner and extent to which the different alternatives (both the “A”
and “B” Alternatives) have the ability to assure the permanent protection of Aquatic
Resources Conservation Areas. For instance, Alternative B-10 Modified provides, through
conditions adopted by the County of Orange in conjunction with The Ranch Plan GPA/ZC
project, a phased dedication program that assures the protection of Aquatic Resource
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Conservation Areas without requiring funds for public acquisition of designated Habitat
Reserve lands. Through its proposed phased dedication program, Alternative B-12 achieves
the same goal: protection of the Aquatic Resource Conservation Area without public
funding. As noted, the issue of whether Alternative B-8 can assure the permanent protection
of the Aquatic Resource Conservation Area is also reviewed in the Draft EIS. The
conclusion was that such assurances would not be available under Alternative B-8.
In the case of Alternative B-8, the three planning areas identified for development have site
characteristics reflecting past agricultural and resource extraction uses:
•

Planning Area 1. Approximately 75 percent of this planning area has already been
altered by agricultural activities (see Draft EIS Figure 4.1.2-7a).

•

Planning Area 3. Approximately 40 percent of this planning area has been altered by
agricultural and nursery activities (see Draft EIS Figure 4.1.2-7c).

•

Planning Area 5. Approximately 40 to 50 percent of this planning area has been
altered by Silica mining operations, including a large tailings pond (see Draft EIS
Figure 4.1.2-7e).

Given the extent to which each of the above three planning areas designated under
Alternative B-8 has been altered by past and present agricultural and resource extraction
activities, it is difficult to find any basis for a dedication area in excess of the 2:1 dedication
ratio for the comparable areas reviewed in the Draft EIS. In view of the degree of past
alteration of Planning Areas 1, 3, and 5, it is exceedingly difficult to find a basis under “rough
proportionality” legal concepts that would support a 3:1 dedication ratio for the lands
impacted under Alternative B-12 much less the 5:1 dedication ratio that would be required
under Alternative B-8, absent public acquisition funding. Accordingly, the Draft EIS use of a
2:1 dedication ratio is considered both reasonable and rationally related to existing site
conditions and comparable large-scale plans.
The Extent of Resource Protection that Could be Assured Under Alternative B-8 for Two
Dedication Ratios
For illustration purposes, using a 2:1 dedication ratio and a 3:1 dedication ratio, the potential
dedication areas in relation to the 3,680 acres of development proposed under Alternative
B-8 would be follows:
2:1 Dedication Ratio; Total dedication area = 7,360 acres
3:1 Dedication Ratio: Total dedication area = 11,040 acres
Under a 2:1 Dedication Ratio, 11,775 acres (22,815 acres [RMV Planning Area] – 7,360
acres [illustrative dedication] – 3,680 acres [development]) of Rancho Mission Viejo lands
would not be committed to permanent habitat protection and would need to be acquired
through the use of public funds. As noted in the Draft EIS, the lack of available identifiable
public funding for land acquisition raises a significant question as to whether Alternative B-8
would be a reasonable alternative under NEPA and “practicable” under the
Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines.
The 3:1 dedication ratio is also calculated above in order to present a hypothetical
dedication program consistent with the maximum dedication ratio identified to date (the 3:1
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dedication ratio under Alternative B-12) although the 3:1 ratio lacks a reasonable basis
under the altered site conditions of much of Alternative B-8 development areas or the
special factors cited by the permit applicant under Alternative B-12. Using a 3:1 dedication
ratio for Alternative B-8, 8,095 acres (22,815 acres [RMV Planning Area] – 11,040 acres
[illustrative dedication] – 3,680 acres [development]) of Rancho Mission Viejo lands would
not be committed to permanent habitat protection. If these lands were to be included in the
Habitat Reserve, they would need to be acquired through the use of public funds, thus
heightening the question of whether Alternative B-8 would be practicable.
In addition to the question of the size of the potential dedication area under Alternative B-8,
the location of the smaller dedication area in relation to the goals of the SAMP is important
under the NEPA alternatives review in Chapter 6 of the Draft EIS. Dedication areas would
generally be associated with development areas in a geographic sense. Under Alternative
B-8 and a 2:1 dedication ratio open space program, the permanent protection lands would
likely be in the San Juan Creek Watershed in order to provide a mitigation function
proximate to areas where development impacts would occur, leaving a portion of the San
Juan Creek Watershed and all of the San Mateo Watershed outside the Aquatic Resource
Conservation Area within the RMV Planning Area. Under a 3:1 dedication ratio, dedication
lands would again likely focus on the San Juan Creek Watershed with the dedication area
also including only a small area for Aquatic Resource Conservation Area lands
(approximately 1,046 acres) in the San Mateo Watershed. Importantly, even using the highly
questionable 3:1 Dedication Ratio, the Alternative B-8 dedication program would leave
8,095 acres of the RMV Planning Area that is within the San Mateo Creek Watershed
outside the protected Aquatic Resource Conservation Area. In relation to Orange County
land values, public acquisition of such extensive acreage would be prohibitively costly (no
funding sources have been identified).
Significance of Resource Areas Where Protection Could Not be Assured through a
Reasonable Dedication Program
The San Mateo Creek Watershed portion of the RMV Planning Area is highly regarded by
the wildlife agencies and environmental organizations for its long-term resource values and
importance in maintaining both subregional and regional connectivity among remaining large
blocks of natural lands within and adjacent to the SAMP Study Area (e.g., see the Draft EIS
analyses of potential significant impacts of Alternative B-10 Modified on pages 8-25 to 8-26).
Alternative B-8 or any other alternative that does not achieve protection of the RMV
Planning Area portion of the San Mateo Creek Watershed would be considered less
protective and less effective in contributing to long-term species and aquatic resource
conservation goals set forth in the Draft EIS. Considering the impediments to acquisition of
undedicated lands (both lack of available funding and lack of landowner commitment), the
portions of the San Mateo Creek Watershed that would not be dedicated under
Alternative B-8 (using either of the two dedication ratio formulas) would be potentially
available for development purposes. Alternative A-5 (see Draft EIS Figure 5-1) provides an
illustration of areas that would be potentially available for development without a USACE
permit and no federally Endangered Specifies Act impacts.
Conclusion Regarding Permanent Resource Protection
Given the lack of rough proportionality in a 2:1 dedication ratio in the context of prior
alteration of lands in the three Alternative B-8 development planning areas and given the
unprotected acreage even under the 3:1 dedication ratio, Alternative B-8 would not be
capable of implementing the Aquatic Resources Preservation element. As a consequence,
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Alternative B-8 would not provide for one of the three essential elements of an Aquatic
Resources Conservation Program that is central to the basic purpose of the SAMP. For
these reasons, as reviewed in the Draft EIS in Section 6.5.3.2, Alternative B-8 was
determined incapable of achieving the aquatic resources protection goals of the SAMP on
the RMV Planning Area.
D. Mitigation Considerations in Relation to Sequencing Requirements
EPA Comment
According to the EPA comment letter:
The DEIS…further asserts that Alternative B-8 does not meet the overall project
purpose of establishing an Aquatic Resource Conservation Program (ARCP). We do
not believe that insufficient mitigation funding should be used as a basis to justify
eliminating Alternative B-8, as this does not follow the mitigation sequencing
guidelines set forward in the 1990 CWA Memorandum of Agreement Between the
Corps and EPA. Furthermore, it seems that Alternative B-8 could include a
conservation easement component similar to the phased approach of establishing
conservation easements under Alternative B-12.
USACE Response
Alternative B-8 was eliminated because it did not fulfill project purposes of reasonable
economic development. First, with respect to not fulfilling reasonable economic
development, Alternative B-8 would represent a drastic decrease from the original proposed
project. Rancho Mission Viejo and the County’s balancing process resulted in the approval
of a County General Plan amendment and zone change authorizing 14,000 housing units
(6,000 fewer units than in the OCP Year 2025 projection). Alternative B-8 would result in
8,400 housing units. This substantial reduction from the goals to accommodate an everexpanding population is unreasonable. Second, with respect to the costs associated with
long-term management, Alternative B-8 would result in 50 percent less development
(33 percent allowable development to 16.7 percent allowable development) compared to
similar large-area, single land owner planning efforts with higher per acre management
costs if all the preserved lands were expected to be managed for ecological sustainability.
Alternative B-8 was also eliminated because it did not fulfill the purpose of establishing an
Aquatic Resources Conservation Program for all of the areas that would be subject to the
LOP permitting procedures proposed to be established through the proposed RMV longterm individual permit. Alternative B-8 does avoid more aquatic resource areas than
Alternative B-10 Modified and Alternative B-12. However, avoiding aquatic resource areas
under a particular alternative does not equate with assuring the long-term protection of the
aquatic resources in question. This point was discussed in the prior response relating to
dedication ratios and rough proportionality considerations as related to required dedications
of land.
The EPA comment does not place the avoidance aspect of sequencing within the framework
of the broad ecosystem-based planning considerations of the SAMP as set forth in the Draft
EIS. The EPA comment presents Alternative B-8 as one that could meet the SAMP aquatic
resources conservation goals. However, the discussion of dedication ratios under the prior
EPA comment topic makes clear that, with private property dedications based on rough
proportionality standards, substantial portions of the San Mateo Watershed would be left
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without permanent protection and potentially available for future development. Under the 2:1
dedication ratio, the entire San Mateo Creek Watershed within the RMV Planning Area
would not receive long-term protection and a portion of the San Juan Creek Watershed also
would not be committed to long-term protection. Even under the 3:1 dedication ratio,
approximately 85 percent (about 8,000 acres) of the San Mateo Watershed would not
receive long-term protection.
According to Section 3.1 of the Draft EIS:
Through the avoidance of priority aquatic resources using local restrictions on
undesirable activities and the requirements for compensatory mitigation, the
objective of the SAMP is to accommodate conservation efforts within the watershed
in a coordinated, comprehensive fashion. A goal of this process it to facilitate the
establishment of a comprehensive reserve and adaptive management program in
coordination with the Southern Subregion Natural Communities Conservation
Plan/Master Streambed Alteration Agreement/Habitat Conservation Plan
(NCCP/MSAA/HCP) that would provide for the protection of aquatic resources and
upland natural resources.
As noted in the prior response, all or very substantial portions of the San Mateo Watershed
within the RMV Planning Area would not be assured permanent protection under
Alternative B-8. As reviewed in the Draft EIS Section 6.5.2.2 and as depicted in Figure 5-1,
Alternative A-5 (with substantial areas identified for development under the rigorous
jurisdictional avoidance criteria specified for that alternative) presents a potential
development scenario for these unprotected resource areas in the San Mateo Watershed.
In summary, the sequencing provision was not violated. Alternative B-8 was eliminated
primarily because it did not meet the overall project purpose of reasonable economic
development due to the drastic decrease in housing units not addressing the needs of the
County of Orange and the Rancho Mission Viejo. Alternative B-8 was eliminated secondarily
because it did not meet the overall project purpose of providing for a viable Aquatic
Resource Conservation Program for the entire RMV Planning Area.
E. Could Alternative B-8 Generate Adequate Funding to Carry Out the Proposed Aquatic
Resources Adaptive Management and Monitoring Program?
EPA Comment
According to the EPA comment letter:
….It appears that the $700,000 from RMV’s permitted Ladera Planned Community
project and the $700,000 of Santa Margarita Water District funds could apply to
Alternative B-8 for short-term implementation. The proposed long-term funding
mechanism, based on property owner assessments, could still generate substantial
annual funding at build-out under Alternative B-8. The FEIS should evaluate if some
type of effective Aquatic Resource Conservation Program would be implemented
under this reduced funding scenario.
USACE Response
It should be noted that the issue of funding to carry out the proposed Aquatic Resources
Adaptive Management Program is important to fulfilling the SAMP Project Purpose in that
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management funding affects two of the three components of the Aquatic Resources
Conservation Program: 1) Aquatic Resources Restoration and 2) Aquatic Resources
Management. The EPA comment involves both of these components of the Aquatic
Resources Conservation Program.
With regard to short-term funding, the two funding sources noted in the comment are funds
that would be provided by the permit applicants. It cannot be assumed that such funds
would be available because funding would likely be forthcoming only if there is an approved
project that meets the goals of the permit applicants as set forth in the Draft EIS or if funding
could be justified through mitigation requirements. The ability of agencies to require
mitigation funding depends on identifying impacts that would justify the regulatory
requirement for a specific level of management and restoration funding, in the context of a
practicable alternative. Given the altered conditions of the three Alternative B-8 development
areas previously reviewed and the lesser degree of allowed economic activities, it is highly
unlikely that the short-term management funding proposed for Alternative B-12 could be
justified on a regulatory basis under Alternative B-8 (e.g., note the absence of significant
aquatic resources within Planning Area 1, the first development area to be initiated in the
short term).
With regard to long-term management funding, the Draft EIS discusses management
funding considerations extensively in relation to the EPA comment as follows:
The SAMP Tenets include restoration and management goals. Because
implementation of the B-8 Alternative would result in less development than any of
the other “B” Alternatives, the restoration and management components of an
Aquatic Resources Conservation Program for the B-8 Alternative would probably not
be as extensive from a monitoring perspective. However, aquatic resources are
currently impacted by invasive species that require comprehensive, long-term control
measures (e.g., giant reed infestation emanating from upstream open space areas).
Aquatic habitat conditions in areas such as Gobernadora Creek that provide habitat
for listed aquatic species are currently being impacted by urban runoff and
stormwater flows from previously urbanized areas and would benefit from
enhancement/restoration actions in furtherance of the SAMP purposes. Such
considerations exist independently of the level of development proposed under
particular “B” Alternatives. Therefore, while some long-term monitoring costs under
the B-8 Alternative are expected to be less than for the other “B” Alternatives, other
costs related to management (e.g., monitoring and management for invasive plant
and animal species) are expected to be as high or higher than for the other
“B” Alternatives because of the larger proposed habitat protection areas requiring
oversight. While mitigation required under the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines for 3,680
acres of development could address some of these management/restoration needs
of aquatic resources, it is unlikely that mitigation funding from such limited
development areas could address all existing and future needs of aquatic resources
in an approximately 19,000-acre open space area.
Theoretically, funding for management of an aquatic ecosystem conservation program can
come from any number of sources such as compensatory mitigation required with issued
permits, restoration and ecosystem management grants, or as part of local agency budgets.
For the SAMP Study Area, neither governmental nor non-governmental agencies are able to
donate sufficient funds for management of the aquatic ecosystem. Governmental agencies,
such as the County of Orange, do not have the financial standing to contribute funds for
managing aquatic ecosystem restoration and preservation projects for an entire watershed.
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Another source of funds may be restoration and ecosystem management grants. Even
though there are select projects having received funds or are seeking funds for ecosystem
restoration and management (e.g., Upper Newport Bay), the whole effort is piecemeal, not
comprehensive, or too small to result in development and implementation of a
comprehensive, adaptively managed aquatic resource conservation plan. Ultimately, there
are no guarantees that there would be sufficient amount of grants to allow for the
development of a comprehensive aquatic resources conservation plan within the RMV
Planning Area portion of the SAMP Study Area, which is by far the vast majority of presently
private landholdings within the SAMP Study Area, particularly when there are so many
ecosystem restoration management organizations throughout the state competing for the
same pool of money (e.g., Ahmanson Ranch or Playa Del Rey). Having considered these
other sources, the most likely source of monies to develop and implement a comprehensive
aquatic resource conservation plan would arise out of permit requirements for those projects
authorized to impact aquatic resources. Recipients of permits can be required to contribute
funds towards management of these systems at a rate commensurate with the magnitude of
impact to the aquatic ecosystem.
Opportunities exist for providing recovery actions for aquatic species such as the arroyo
toad and least Bell’s vireo in the San Juan Creek Watershed through habitat restoration and
invasive species control while actions to address existing areas of erosion in clay soils within
the San Mateo Creek Watershed would benefit the arroyo toad. With considerably fewer
residential units and opportunities for other types of development, Alternative B-8 would
have reduced management funding capability when compared to the other alternatives. As a
consequence, it is likely that Alternative B-8 would not implement several significant aspects
of long-term monitoring, restoration, and adaptive management program essential for
maintaining aquatic resource functions and values over the long term.
The importance of the potential inability to implement an effective AMP within the subregion
is underscored by the comments provided by Drs. Noon and Murphy in their written
comments to the County.3 Noon and Murphy state that:
…common threats in southern California such as wildfire, invasive species, and
extreme weather events have emphasized that reserve management may be even
more important to the success of conservation than reserve extent. Coping with
environmental change, both natural and human-caused, is the single greatest
challenge facing conservation planners in the new millennium – one that we believe
can be met only by using adaptive management (page 1, October 2004 letter)”
(Source: Draft EIS, pages 6-96 to 6-97)
The discussion from the Draft EIS quoted above provides a thorough assessment of
potential Alternative B-8 funding for the Aquatic Resources Adaptive Management and
Monitoring Program in comparison with other alternatives. Clearly, as stated in the Draft EIS,
Alternative B-8 could generate management funds. However, funding for management is
projected to be based on homeowner transfer fees and homeowners’ assessments and thus
the amount of available funding varies directly with the number of housing units generating
the funding. As noted in the Draft EIS, although potential secondary effects of development
would be less due to less overall development, invasive species issues presently exist and
will continue into the future because future threats associated with invasive species are
generally independent of the presence of development (e.g., under County of Orange Ranch
3

Professor Noon is a recognized expert on the subject of monitoring and adaptive management and Professor
Murphy was the Chairman of the Scientific Review panel that prepared the Conservation Guidelines for the
Southern California NCCP Program).
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Plan Final EIR 589’s mitigation measures for the Ranch Plan project, new development
projects prohibit the planting of invasive plant species). A larger area would have to be
monitored for invasive species with a smaller revenue basis for management funding,
including funds required for costly invasive species controls such as Arundo in San Juan
Creek (originating in areas with no development), control of bullfrog populations presently
impacting the arroyo toad, pampas grass, artichoke thistle, tamarisk, etc. Funds would also
likely not be available for the Gobernadora Creek restoration program and other restoration
measures identified in the SAMP. Thus, important goals of the Aquatic Resource
Conservation Program very likely could not be achieved, at least in substantial part. Given
existing degraded conditions within the San Juan Creek Watershed severely impacting
riparian habitat and aquatic species such as the arroyo toad and invasive species found in
the San Mateo Creek Watershed, comparative management funding under the different
“B” Alternatives is clearly relevant to two of the three major components of the Aquatic
Resources Conservation Program presented in the Draft EIS as a major goal of the SAMP.
F. Rationale for Rejecting Alternative B-8
EPA Comment
The EPA comment letter states:
The FEIS should include a clear demonstration of why Alternative B-8, a less
environmentally damaging alternative, does not meet the overall project purpose or
is impracticable in terms of costs, logistics, or existing technology. The FEIS should
address the specific issues raised in our comments regarding the economic
feasibility and long-term management of aquatic resources under Alternative B-8.
USACE Response
The prior responses contained in this document cite specific sections of the Draft EIS that
address each of the concerns raised in the above comments regarding Alternative B-8.
G. Additional Avoidance of Waters of the U.S. in Planning Areas 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8
EPA Comments
EPA’s comment letter states that the Final EIS should evaluate the practicability of an
alternative that incorporates additional avoidance of intact waters in the following
development areas: Planning Areas 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8.
USACE Response
At the outset, it is extremely important to understand that the SAMP conservation strategy
focus is to assure that all of the mainstem streamcourses and associated riparian habitats
on the RMV Planning Area are avoided (except for limited, defined infrastructure impacts
with required mitigation) and are included in the proposed Aquatic Resource Conservation
Areas (see Figure 8-10 of the SAMP Draft EIS). In furtherance of the goal of protection
significant aquatic resources, development areas have been concentrated in upland areas
away from the mainstem streamcourses. As is shown on Figure 8-1 of the Draft EIS, all of
the mainstem streamcourses and associated riparian habitats have been protected (limited
impacts resulting from infrastructure impacts will be mitigated to assure no net loss in these
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areas) and thus the major aquatic resources avoidance goal of the SAMP has been
attained.
A second major avoidance goal of the SAMP is to avoid impacts on sources of coarse
sediments and terrains characterized by sandy soils (see review of consistency with the
Baseline Conditions Watershed Planning Principles in Section 6.3.2 of the Draft EIS) in
order to assure protection of hydrologic and geomorphic conditions important to the longterm protection of natural processes vital to the aquatic ecosystem. Sources of coarse
sediment in the Verdugo Sub-basin, Gabino Canyon, and La Paz Canyon have all been
avoided. Sandy soils in the Chiquita Sub-basin have also been substantially avoided. In
general development has been concentrated in areas with hard pan soils and clayey soils
that do not generate sediments beneficial to hydrologic/geomorphic processes (resulting in
some cases in impacts to non-wetland Waters of the U.S.).
EPA requested the consideration of additional avoidance of Waters of the U.S. within certain
planning areas:
Planning Area 2: The Unnamed Tributary along the Southeast Border of the Development
Area
Response: Avoidance/minimization measures within Chiquita Canyon were focused on
avoidance of mainstem Chiquita Creek which, according to Glenn Lukos Associates (GLA)
(2004), supports 10.88 acres of wetlands and 1.25 acres of non-wetland waters within the
area of potential development. The tributary referenced in the comment is described by GLA
as 0.92 acre of non-wetlands waters and does not support wetlands. Given the extent of
aquatic resource protection achieved under Alternative B-12 in both the Chiquita and
Gobernadora Sub-basins, the avoidance of non-wetlands waters has been achieved
consistent with the SAMP Tenets and the overall purpose of the SAMP reviewed in the Draft
EIS.
Planning Area 3: Additional Avoidance of One or More of the Five Tributary Systems in the
Development Area
Response: Avoidance/minimization measures focused on pulling development away from
Gobernadora Creek by eliminating development areas in non-USACE jurisdictional lowlands
areas allowed under Alternative B-5 and Alternative B-6, providing setbacks from Bell
Canyon in areas that were proposed for development by some of the “B” Alternatives and
assuring a 400-meter-wide movement corridor along San Juan Creek between Planning
Areas 3 and 4. Given the extent of aquatic resource protection achieved under
Alternative B-12, provisions for permanent open space protection on 74 percent of the RMV
Planning Area and the fact that the Planning Area 3 development area is common to all of
the “B” Alternatives, avoidance of non-wetlands waters has been achieved consistent with
the SAMP Tenets and the overall purpose of the SAMP reviewed in the Draft EIS.
Planning Area 4: Avoidance of the Tributary System to Lower Vertuga [sic – Verdugo]
Canyon
Response: As indicated in the Draft EIS, a final development configuration has not been
determined for Planning Area 4 (the impact analysis is overstated for the reasons set forth in
the Draft EIS). The overall size of Planning Area 4 has been reduced from that shown for
Alternative B-9 and Alternative B-10 Modified as a result of consultation with the USACE
and the Settlement Agreement. As reviewed in the Draft EIS, all significant sources of
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coarse sediment in Verdugo Canyon are avoided under Alternative B-12 consistent with the
SAMP Tenets and the Watershed Planning Principles reviewed in the Draft EIS.
Planning Area 6: Avoid All Direct and Indirect Impacts of Proposed Orchard Development to
Christianito [sic. Cristianitos] Creek
Response: As described in the Draft EIS, the potential development of orchards in
Cristianitos Canyon is limited to 50 acres of the total 431-acre planning area. Within the 431acre area shown on Figure 5-13 of the Draft EIS, certain limitations are assured as follows:
•

Avoidance of USACE jurisdictional wetlands

•

Avoidance of certain specific thread-leaved brodiaea populations

•

Avoidance of certain specific many-stemmed dudleya populations; and

•

Avoidance of western spadefoot toad and southwestern pond turtle foraging habitat

To illustrate these avoidance measures at a finer scale than shown in Figure 5-13, Figure 1
is provided.
Planning Area 8: Additional Avoidance of the Blind Canyon Watershed and Intact
Headwaters of Talega Creek
Response: The headwaters of Talega are outside the SAMP Study Area and outside of the
RMV Planning Area and are generally within the San Mateo Wilderness and U.S. Marine
Corps Camp Pendleton. As indicated in the Draft EIS, a final development configuration has
not been determined for Planning Area 8 (the impact analysis is overstated for the reasons
set forth in the Draft EIS). Although the Draft EIS impact analysis assumes full impacts to
Blind Canyon, further planning would occur under the County of Orange regulatory program
to determine where final development should be sited. It should be noted that only
500 acres out of a total of about 1,294 acres within Planning Area 8 can be developed and a
substantial portion of the planning area has been altered by an existing industrial use. The
Draft EIS further notes that the final design of these 500 acres would be influenced by the
outcome of studies regarding arroyo toad movement from Talega Creek. A Special
Condition is included in the Special Public Notice to carry out this requirement (see Special
Condition I.D.8).
EPA’s suggestions are unreasonable in light of what has been committed to preservation.
The 55.46 acres of permanent impacts to field-delineated Waters of the U.S. within the RMV
Planning Area under an overstated impact scenario represents impacts to only 6 percent of
the total within the RMV Planning Area. For the EPA to ask for additional considerations that
may amount to 0.5 acre of avoidance here or there is not reasonable. Given that substantial
impacts have been avoided with appropriate setbacks in reference to the larger landscape
issues, the avoidance of a small amount of Waters of the U.S. suggested by the EPA is not
warranted. Although EPA believes the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines may not be fulfilled for
this SAMP, the USACE believes all regulations need to be applied using a reasonable
person standard (i.e., how would a reasonable environmental professional apply those
standards). If that were the case, the USACE believes most reasonable environmental
professionals would accept impacts to only 6 percent of the total Waters of the U.S. on the
project site.
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H. Low Impact Development Strategies
EPA Comment
We recommend requiring through the federal permit the implementation of Low
Impact Development Strategies (LIDS) and other sustainable development measures
within the areas targeted for development. Such measures can reduce the adverse
impacts of development both on-site and regionally at the watershed-scale.
USACE Response
The USACE has taken steps to reduce adverse impacts associated with the development of
Alternative B-12 through: 1) the overall design of the alternative which protects all mainstem
creeks with the RMV Planning Area in addition to other significant resource areas such as
Chiquita Canyon and the San Mateo Watershed; 2) minimization measures contained in the
Special Conditions set forth in the Special Public Notice, including the Water Quality
Management Plan; and 3) the mitigation program contained in the Special Public Notice and
Draft EIS Appendix F2.
The EPA recommends implementation of low impact development strategies and other
sustainable development measures. The USACE considers its already existing minimization
measures as fully adequate. Hydrology would be controlled to match flow duration levels of
recurring rain events, water quality would be maintained by dual combination or single water
quality basins that do not count towards compensatory mitigation, California toxic rule
standards would not be exceeded, indirect effects to numerous aquatic species such as the
unarmored three-spined stickleback and the arroyo toad would be avoided, and other
measures would be implemented. If EPA has specific measures suggest, the USACE will
take these into consideration.
I.

Mitigation Opportunities for Alternatives outside the RMV Planning Area
EPA Comment
The FEIS should also document any mitigation opportunities or alternatives outside
of the RMV Planning Area, in addition to the alternatives listed in Chapter 6, to
broaden the scope of the alternatives analysis.
USACE Response
As noted in the Draft EIS, the USACE prepared Appendix F-1 to establish the template for
restoration within the entire SAMP Study Area. Appendix F-2 is specific to the RMV Planning
Area. Within the actual public notice for the LOP procedures outside of the RMV Planning
Area, Item #4 under the General Mitigation Policies references the “Riparian Ecosystem
Restoration Plan for San Juan Creek and San Mateo Creek Watershed: Site Selection and
General Design Criteria” by U.S. Army Corps Engineer Research Development Center
(ERDC) dated 2005,” which was provided as Appendix F-1 to the Draft EIS. The ERDC
report identifies and associated GIS layers identifies potential restoration sites throughout
the watershed based on a functional approach. The report also outlines the mechanism for
determining the increase in wetland functional units to offset the loss of functional units due
to a permit action.
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Regarding off-site alternatives outside of the RMV Planning Area but within the SAMP Study
Area, it should be noted that there are no other potentially developable properties that could
be considered as an alternative site for the 22,815-acre Ranch Plan project. The only other
large-scale developable areas in the SAMP Study Area are located in the Foothill/Trabuco
Specific Plan area in unincorporated Orange County. However, the portion of the Specific
Plan area in the SAMP Study Area is only 3,666 acres, considerably smaller than the Ranch
Plan area (and considerably smaller than the acreage proposed for development under
Alternative B-12). Furthermore, portions of the Foothill/Trabuco Specific Plan area are
already proposed for development by other landowners pursuant to the County-approved
Specific Plan. These other landowners are not participants in either the SAMP or the
NCCP/MSAA/HCP planning processes.
Regarding off-site alternatives outside of the SAMP Study Area, Section 5.2 of the Draft EIS
notes the following:
The SAMP is a watershed (landscape-level) approach to Section 404 permitting
within the San Juan Creek and Western San Mateo Creek Watersheds consistent
with the requirements of federal law. Federal waters, including wetlands, have been
identified in the watershed and, to the extent feasible, have been avoided.
Unavoidable impacts would be minimized and fully mitigated under the proposed
permitting procedures resulting from the SAMP process. While several on-site
alternatives have been identified, there are no off-site alternatives to the SAMP
Study Area that could accomplish the watershed-scale economic development and
aquatic resource protection goals of the SAMP for the San Juan Creek and Western
San Mateo Creek Watersheds in Orange County. The SAMP process is based on
location-specific planning criteria and analysis, and its goals cannot be accomplished
in another watershed(s). (Source: Draft EIS at page 5-2)
Response 3
The evaluation of cumulative impacts is addressed in the SAMP Draft EIS, most specifically in
Chapter 8 with respect to potential cumulative impacts to aquatic resources, and in Chapter 9
with respect to all other potential cumulative impacts (see Draft EIS Figure 9-1). Because
Rancho Mission Viejo owns the vast majority of private lands within the SAMP Study Area and
the only other area of substantial private lands (i.e., the Foothill/Trabuco Specific Plan area) is
treated as a constant under the Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 alternatives analyses of the Draft EIS,
cumulative impacts are reviewed in relation to the different configurations of development and
open space under the “A” and “B” Alternatives. Cumulative impacts are also addressed in The
Ranch Plan Final EIR which is incorporated by reference in the SAMP EIS. As noted by the
commentor and as reflected in the SAMP EIS’ cumulative impact analysis, the evaluation of
cumulative impacts needs to consider the potential impacts on the environment which results
from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) or person
undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time. (Source: 40 CFR 1508.7)
The SAMP EIS identifies and provides a summary of the known or anticipated environmental
impacts associated with proposed or reasonably foreseeable future projects in the cumulative
study area. However, it is important to note that while the proposed SAMP establishes a
regulatory framework for implementing the Clean Water Act, the USACE does not have land
use authority within the SAMP Study Area. Although impacts on resources other than Waters of
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the U.S. are considered when determining the LEDPA, the regulation of other resources is
outside of USACE’s jurisdiction.
To ensure the evaluation of cumulative impacts is comprehensive, the SAMP EIS cumulative
impact analysis considers past, present, and future actions (or projects). The detailed analysis
of past actions was not performed because past effects are incorporated into the baseline and
because past actions do not need to be catalogued in accordance with current federal guidance.
With respect to past actions or projects, the EIS recognizes that existing conditions form the
“environmental baseline” for project-specific and cumulative impact identification and the
proposed project was thereby analyzed in relation to this baseline. The landscape-level
functional assessment in Appendix E2 of the EIS accounts for the vast majority of historical
impacts to the riparian ecosystem. These past individual actions or projects comprise the
background/environmental baseline upon which future actions are assessed. The landscapelevel functional assessment documents the historical aggregate impacts without identifying the
individual causes of those actions.
In addition, the Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance does not require the listing
and analysis of past actions. A memorandum dated June 24, 2005 by James L. Connaughton,
Chairman of the CEQ, states, “The CEQ regulations, however, do not require agencies to
catalogue or exhaustively list and analyze all individual past actions.” The guidance found that
such listing of past activities do not necessarily inform decision making.
With respect to present and reasonably foreseeable future projects and as addressed in the
SAMP Draft EIS, the emphasis of the cumulative impact analysis focuses on the contribution
that the Ranch Plan Proposed Project and the Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD)
Proposed Project would have based on authorization under the SAMP for discharge or fill in
Waters of the U.S., combined with other known projects or reasonably foreseeable General
Plan growth (anticipated future development in the adopted General Plans for the local
jurisdictions within the SAMP Study Area). The RMV Planning Area is the largest privately held
undeveloped property. Project mitigation has been presented to mitigate the project’s
contribution to impacts within a cumulative setting.
Future projects would be required to assess their project-specific impacts, as well as cumulative
impacts associated with their individual actions. The range of projects considered in the SAMP
EIS recognizes projects that may not involve the USACE but may still contribute to cumulative
impacts in non-wetland areas.
For the General Plan-level analysis, this evaluation looks at the land use designations outside
the RMV Planning Area. While it is recognized that there will be numerous future small-scale
projects, the majority of the potential future developable acres are located in the City of San
Juan Capistrano and the Foothill/Trabuco Specific Plan area of unincorporated Orange County.
For example and as addressed in the SAMP Draft EIS, the Foothill/Trabuco Specific Plan area
contains approximately 3,666 acres of undeveloped area within the SAMP Study Area.
Specific projects that have been considered for potential cumulative impacts were identified
through several sources. In September and October 2003, as part of The Ranch Plan project
(the RMV Planning Area) CEQA evaluation, multiple sources were used to identify projects that
were being evaluated by agencies within south Orange County. This information was then sent
to the jurisdictions with a request for confirmation that the list was comprehensive or, if it was
found not to be comprehensive, with a request to identify projects that had not been included on
the list. As a part of the SAMP EIS, the status of all prior cumulative projects were validated and
contact was made with the additional jurisdictions not located within the RMV Planning Area but
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are within the SAMP Study Area. At the same time and as noted in the SAMP EIS, not all of the
cumulative projects identified for The Ranch Plan EIR are applicable to the SAMP cumulative
study area because of: (1) their status (e.g., the distance of the project from the SAMP Study
Area boundary; (2) the project is no longer being pursued; (3) the limited scale of the project or
the limited nature of the project would not contribute to cumulative impacts; and (4) it has been
completed and is now a part of the environmental baseline (past actions or projects) with
respect to cumulative impacts.
With respect to the request for additional information regarding SOCTIIP, the USACE
recognizes that on February 23, 2006, the Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency
(F/ETCA) Board of Directors took action to certify the final Subsequent Environmental Impact
Report (SEIR) component of the South Orange County Transportation Infrastructure
Improvement Project (SOCTIIP) EIS/SEIR and adopt a locally preferred alternative, the
A7-FEC-M alignment. The A7-FEC-M is also the alignment for which the USACE has issued a
preliminary LEDPA (Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative) determination
(November 2005) on the basis of the reduced impacts to wetlands anticipated to result from
implementation of this alternative. The USACE acknowledges the selection of the A7-FEC-M
Alternative as the Preliminary LEDPA. However, any final selection of a permittable alternative
awaits further public interest review by the USACE as well as a final Record of Decision (ROD).
The SAMP Draft EIS notes that with respect to SOCTIIP, no net unmitigated impacts would
occur on aquatic resources through Section 404 compliance, sources of coarse sediments
would be protected, and existing stormwater volumes would be maintained and potentially
increased (to the benefit of downstream aquatic habitats). The selection of the A7-FEC-M
alignment as the locally preferred alternative and the preliminary LEDPA would reduce
Cristianitos sub-basin conflicts, particularly those related to coastal sage scrub/valley grassland
restoration, the alkali wetlands, and the headwaters of Cristianitos Creek. This alignment would
also reduce conflicts with the lowland portion of linkage N through the grasslands/coastal sage
scrub adjacent to Cristianitos Creek.
With respect to EPA’s request for an overview of land use changes (past actions), land uses
have been characterized for the SAMP Study Area for years 1974 and 2000. A year in the mid1970s was chosen because this timeframe is close to the passage date for the Clean Water Act
(1972) and its subsequent implementation. The available photographs were flown in December
1974. A more recent year was chosen to capture the cumulative changes to the landscape. The
available photographs were flown in winter 2000. Although more recent aerial photographs for
the entire SAMP Study Area were not available, the use of photographs from 2000 allows for a
good characterization of land use changes over time.
Land uses were mapped for both periods for several land use classifications. Classified land
uses include agriculture (row crops, citrus, avocados, etc.), commercial and industrial land uses
(office buildings, shopping centers, sand and gravel operations, etc.), grazing, institutional
(schools, universities, research installations, etc.), natural open space, open space (ball fields,
graded areas, golf courses, fuel modification zones, ornamental landscapes, etc.), residential
(multi-family homes and single-family homes), and transportation (roads and highways).
As shown in Figures 2 and 3 and identified in Table 1, from 1974 to 2000, there have been
moderate changes to the SAMP Study Area. During that timeframe, natural open space
decreased from 93,966 acres (84.4 percent of the SAMP Study Area) to 82,110 acres
(73.7 percent of the SAMP Study Area). As a result, there have been increases in
commercial/industrial land uses from 969 acres to 2,230 acres and residential land uses from
4,097 acres to 15,421 acres.
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In association with these land use changes, there have been impacts to riparian areas. In lieu of
calculating a decrease in acreage of riparian habitat, the main aquatic resource within the
SAMP Study Area, historical impacts to riparian areas were measured in terms of impacts to
USGS blueline streams. In 1974 and 2000, there were 655.9 km and 593.2 km of USGS
blueline streams, respectively. This represents a cumulative loss of 62.7 km of USGS blueline
streams of 9.6 percent of the total in 1974. Since 2000, there were two major developments
(Ladera Ranch and Whispering Hills) that increased the cumulative loss to 70.4 km or
10.7 percent of the 1974 baseline. These two major developments were not thoroughly
accounted within Figure 3 due to the inability to obtain more recent aerial photographs.
The main foreseeable future action consists of the proposed development within the RMV
Planning Area. The RMV Planning Area development would have an additional loss of 32.7 km
of USGS blueline streams. After including these foreseeable impacts to the baseline, there will
be a cumulative loss of 15.6 percent of USGS blueline streams since 1974. The losses of these
riparian areas will be mitigated in accordance with the Special Conditions for the proposed
Letter of Permission program for the RMV Planning Area including, but not limited to,
requirements for successful aquatic resource creation/restoration installation before project
impacts for each phase, minimization of indirect impacts to hydrology and water quality through
flow duration control and water quality treatment basins, and a long-term adaptive management
program.
TABLE 1
LAND USE TOTALS FOR 1974 AND 2000
Year 1974
Acres
Agriculture

Hectares

Year 2000
% Study
Area

Acres

Hectares

% Study
Area

2,332

944

2.1

1,204

487

1.1

969

392

0.9

2,230

903

2.0

5,749

2,327

5.2

1,463

592

1.3

319

129

0.3

930

377

0.8

93,966

38,027

84.4

82,110

33,229

73.7

Open space

3,231

1,308

2.9

6,802

2,753

6.1

Residential

4,097

1,658

3.7

15,421

6,241

13.9

Commercial/Industrial
Grazing
Institutional
Natural open space

Transportation
Total

680

275

0.6

1,181

478

1.1

111,343

45,059

100

111,342

45,059

100
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Response 4
Regarding the EPA’s initial comment regarding the SAMP Study Area being located within the
South Coast Air Basin (SCAB), a nonattainment area for federal 8-hour ozone standards, PM10,
and PM2.5, pollutant concentrations measured from “source-receptor” area (SRA) 19 (applicable
for the SAMP Study Area) are lower than for the overall SCAB and have decreased in 2003,
2004, and 2005 (the most recent published data from the South Coast Air Quality Management
District [SCAQMD]). However, with respect to ozone, the peak ozone concentrations in the
SCAB over the last two decades have occurred at the base of the mountains around Azusa and
Glendora in Los Angeles County and at Crestline in the mountains above the City of San
Bernardino. As addressed in the Draft EIS, air quality improved considerably throughout the
SCAB in the 1990s and into the 2000s. Specific to SRA 19, these improvements in ozone
concentrations have occurred despite extensive population growth in Orange County. Between
1998 and 2005, the federal maximum 8-hour ozone concentration level of 0.08 parts per million
(ppm) has been exceeded by no more than 3 days per year with the exception of 2003 (8 days).
With respect to PM2.5, the EPA notes that the 2000-2002 SCAB PM2.5 annual mean
concentration was 29 µg/m3; however, the PM2.5 annual mean concentration for SRA 19 was
13.1 µg/m3 in 2003, 12.1 µg/m3 in 2004, and 10.7µg/m3 which is below the federal standard of
>15 µg/m3. Further, with respect to the federal 24-hour for PM2.5, the EPA’s comment notes that
the SCAB is in nonattainment of the 24-hr 65 µg/m3 standard. This federal standard has never
been exceeded at SRA 19 since monitoring was initiated in 1999. For the last three years (2003,
2004, and 2005) of published measurements by the SCAQMD for SRA, the concentrations were
50.6 µg/m3,49.4µg/m3, and 35.4 µg/m3, respectively.
With respect to EPA’s recommended additional mitigation, these measures are currently stated
in both the SAMP Draft EIS and The Ranch Plan EIR, either specifically or as required by the
SCAQMD in compliance with Rule 403.
With respect to EPA’s request for additional measures to reduce the project’s (presumably the
Ranch Plan component of the SAMP project) vehicle miles traveled, several similar suggestions
were provided to the County of Orange in their consideration of alternatives to the Ranch Plan
project. It was noted at that time and is stated here again because it remains true, that many
measures are beyond the jurisdiction of the USACE or the County of Orange or are not within
the project applicant’s purview. The requests to require the RMV Planning Area project to
provide for alternative fuel distribution or charging stations are not appropriate because electric
vehicles are not likely to be in widespread use at any time in the future. This is an area in great
flux at the present time. Most automobile manufacturers are concentrating on hybrid vehicles
that run on both gasoline and electricity, but generate electricity while in use rather than through
recharging. However, the County of Orange, which has land use authority over The Ranch Plan
project, would determine at the Master Area Plan stage whether new developments need
support facilities recommended by the SCAQMD or CARB. However, it should be noted that
there is nothing in The Ranch Plan project that would preclude the establishment of these uses
should there be sufficient demand to make them cost effective. As such, The Ranch Plan EIR
included the following measure: “With the submittal of each Master Area Plan, the project
applicant shall identify locations where alternative fueling facilities could be sited.”
Similarly, measures pertaining to the provision of transit services, including bus service, bus
turn-outs, and Dial-a-Ride, are the responsibility of the Orange County Transportation Authority
(OCTA), not the USACE or the County of Orange. OCTA regularly evaluates the provision of
transit services and modifies their routes to optimize the distribution of services to maximize
effective use of resources. At the tentative tract map stage for each phase of The Ranch Plan
project, the County and Rancho Mission Viejo would consult with OCTA to determine the
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feasibility and potential location of local transit service lines to the newly developed area. At that
time, the two agencies (OCTA and the County) would determine whether Rancho Mission Viejo
should be required to incorporate support facilities such as bus benches and bus turnouts in the
project design to facilitate transit usage. Again, there is nothing about The Ranch Plan project or
the SAMP project that would preclude transit services from being provided to the RMV Planning
Area should OCTA determine that this is an effective use of resources.
With respect to federal Clean Air Act Conformity requirements and specifically PM2.5
requirements, the EPA is correct that the project will be required to comply with any applicable
requirements that may be imposed in the future. No additional requirements for PM2.5 have been
imposed at this time.
The Ranch Plan component of the SAMP project is consistent with the Air Quality Management
Plan (AQMP). The SCAQMD and the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
jointly prepare the AQMP for the SCAB. The AQMP contains measures to meet state and
federal requirements. When approved by CARB and the EPA, the AQMP becomes part of the
State Implementation Plan. The most recent AQMP was prepared by the SCAQMD and SCAG
in 2003, and the SCAQMD adopted the revised plan as the 2003 AQMP on August 1, 2003.
CARB approved the 2003 AQMP in October 2003 and forwarded it to the EPA for review and
approval. When approved, the revised plan will replace the 1997/1999 AQMP as the State
Implementation Plan for the SCAB. Consistency with an AQMP requires that a project be
consistent with the approved Air Quality Management Plan/State Implementation Plan for the
region that provides controls sufficient to attain the national ozone standards by the required
attainment date. The AQMP is based on growth projections agreed to by the five affected
counties and SCAG. If the total population accommodated by a new project, together with the
existing population and the projected population from all other planned projects in the subarea,
does not exceed the growth projections for that subarea incorporated in the most recently
adopted AQMP, the completed project is consistent with the AQMP. The entire County of
Orange is considered to be one subarea. The AQMP is region-wide and accounts for, and
offsets, cumulative increases in emissions that are the result of anticipated growth throughout
the region. Because implementation of the proposed Ranch Plan project would not exceed
growth projections for the subarea, the Ranch Plan project was determined to be consistent with
the AQMP. With respect to the SMWD proposed project under consideration in the SAMP,
SMWD is responsible for providing water and wastewater service for a portion of the San Juan
Creek and San Mateo Creek Watersheds. SMWD periodically adopts plans of works and capital
improvement programs identifying facilities to be constructed and operated in response to the
existing and planned land uses.
Response 5
EPA Comment
A. The FEIS should also document any mitigation opportunities or alternatives outside of
the RMV Planning Area, in addition to the alternatives listed in Chapter 6, to broaden the
scope of the alternatives analysis.
B. EPA was also concerned about conservation components for aquatic resources outside
of the RMV Planning Area.
C. EPA was concerned about the Santa Margarita Water District’s (SMWD) program for
maintaining flood control channels.
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D. EPA was also concerned over the lack of involvement in the pre-application coordination
meetings.
E. EPA would like an explanation regarding how allowing flood control activities in higher
value aquatic resource areas is consistent with protection of higher value aquatic
resources.
USACE Response
A. Within the actual public notice for the LOP Procedures Outside of the RMV Planning Area,
Item #4 under the General Mitigation Policies references the “Riparian Ecosystem
Restoration Plan for San Juan Creek and San Mateo Creek Watershed: Site Selection and
General Design Criteria” by U.S. Army Corps Engineer Research Development Center
(ERDC) dated 2005,” which was provided as Appendix F-1 to the Draft EIS. The ERDC
report and associated GIS layers identify potential restoration sites throughout the
watershed based on a functional approach. The report also outlines the mechanism for
determining the increase in wetland functional units to offset the loss of functional units due
to a permit action.
The USACE will provide a final map of all existing compensatory mitigation sites within the
watershed as part of the final public notice.
B. The USACE was also concerned about this as well. However, no other interested parties
chose to approach the USACE about their permit actions. For these areas outside of the
RMV Planning Area, the USACE could have identified areas for conservation regardless of
any input from the owner of the land. The USACE chose against this action because it
would not have been productive for a federal agency with a program authority under the
Clean Water Act to systematically identify private lands for conservation purposes. Such an
action is outside of the USACE’s scope and authority. The USACE did identify areas for
restoration. Based on this information, any organization or agency may propose sites for
restoration in conjunction with willing land owners of these riparian elements.
C. For the record, the SMWD is a water supply agency and does not undertake flood control
activities. Most of the flood control activities are undertaken by the County of Orange. The
County of Orange has not provided details of their program with respect to specific
geographic areas. Nevertheless, based on understanding provided from past permits and
discussions with the County of Orange regarding their flood control actions, the USACE has
a good understanding of the components of the County program. County of Orange flood
control activities include either capital improvement construction or maintenance of existing
flood control facilities. County of Orange capital improvement projects within higher value
aquatic areas are not eligible under the LOP program. For these capital improvement
projects outside of higher value aquatic areas, the Draft EIS provides an explanation in the
footnote on Page 7.12-4 that summarizes typical responses on public notices that involve
capital improvement projects in lower value aquatic areas. A review of the public notices for
such proposed projects indicated the absence of interest from other federal and state
resource agencies for such projects and minimal interest from the general public.
For maintenance activities, the County of Orange conducts several actions on a regular
basis. Such activities include repairing concrete structures, replacing riprap that may have
washed away, removal of sediments, and removal of vegetation through mechanical or
chemical means. Much of the vegetation removal is undertaken through the application of
herbicides, an activity that is not regulated by the USACE. These maintenance activities
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occur within areas eligible for abbreviated permitting and areas ineligible for abbreviated
permitting.
D. The USACE will invite the EPA to all future pre-application coordination meetings for all
activities outside of the RMV Planning Area. It should be noted that the EPA participated in
the pre-project meetings with the USACE and Rancho Mission Viejo for the RMV Planning
Area.
E. The USACE believes maintenance of flood control structures involving high value aquatic
resources is not inconsistent with the SAMP objectives of protecting high value aquatic
resources. The fact that some of these areas maintained for flood control are already
identified as high value aquatic resources suggest the absence of any categorical
contradictions. If all flood control activities affected aquatic resources adversely, then no
flood control maintenance areas would be within high value aquatic resources.
The USACE believes flood control maintenance appropriately implemented can minimize
any adverse effects to the aquatic environment. For other geographic locations within the
County of Orange, the USACE is working with County representatives to minimize temporal
loss, maintain a minimum amount of standing vegetation, and develop more environmentally
sensitive maintenance cycles. Where appropriate, the USACE has required compensatory
mitigation for maintenance as was the case for the establishment of the Serrano Creek
maintenance plan in the San Diego Creek Watershed. Combined with any pre-application
coordination and coordination through the LOP interagency coordination, flood control
maintenance activities can be minimized with proper conditioning and be consistent with the
goals of protecting high value aquatic resources.
In response to the other commenting agencies, the USACE will provide more clarifying
language on maintenance baselines similar to the one provide in Nationwide General Permit
31. This will benefit both the aquatic environment and future applicants. In general, work
consistent with a maintenance baseline, even in high value aquatic areas, will not require
compensatory mitigation. Establishment of a maintenance baseline may require
compensatory mitigation. A maintenance baseline is not the same as the flood control
design.
Response 6
EPA Comment
A. EPA’s comment letter again states that insufficient information has been presented in
the Draft EIS to support the USACE’s representation of Alternative B-12 as the LEDPA.
B. EPA’s comment letter requests additional information be provided in the SAMP EIS and
the Special Public Notice regarding the phased approach for recording conservation
easements within the RMV Planning Area.
C. EPA’s comment letter requests a description of the Santa Margarita Water District’s
(SMWD) program for the maintenance of flood control channels.
D. EPA’s comment letter requests clarification regarding the width of wildlife movement
corridors.
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USACE Response
A. For responses regarding selection of Alternative B-12 as the preliminary LEDPA, please
refer to prior responses.
B. Regarding the phased dedication approach for future RMV Planning Area open space
conservation easements, the following information is provided.
As previously described, the SAMP is part of a three-part coordinated planning process that
has involved preparation and approval of a General Plan amendment and zone change for
Rancho Mission Viejo lands, this SAMP, and a future Natural Community Conservation
Plan/Master
Streambed
Alteration
Agreement/Habitat
Conservation
Plan
(NCCP/MSAA/HCP). If the NCCP/MSAA/HCP is approved, the future Aquatic Resource
Conservation Areas will be contained within larger open space lands, including uplands
areas, to be dedicated as part of the NCCP/MSAA/HCP Habitat Reserve. A total of
16,536 acres of Rancho Mission Viejo lands, inclusive of the Aquatic Resource
Conservation Areas, will be enrolled in a phased manner into the Habitat Reserve. The
enrollment will occur through a two-step process of open space dedication consisting of:
(1) the recording of an irrevocable covenant (IC) at the time of the commencement of
clearing and grubbing within each RMV Planning Area (or portion thereof) to be developed,
followed by (2) the phased recordation of conservation easements (the “Conservation
Easements”)no later than three years after recordation of the IC. Rancho Mission Viejo, its
successors or assigns, will retain fee title to the lands covered by the Conservation
Easements.4 Since the SAMP permitting procedures have been reviewed in the Draft EIS as
a “stand-alone” avoidance, minimization, and mitigation program, in the event the
NCCP/MSAA/HCP is not finally approved, the dedication program would be adjusted to
correspond with the EIS avoidance/Aquatic Resource Conservation Areas provisions.
Figure 4, “RMV Open Space & Phasing Plan” generally depicts the 16,942 acres of gross
open space within the Ranch Plan area including the 16,536 acres of designated Future
Rancho Mission Viejo Open Space Dedication Areas proposed to be dedicated to the
Habitat Reserve and other open space that will not be dedicated to the Habitat Reserve
such as orchards, existing ranch facilities, and areas proposed for infrastructure. Those
portions of the designated Future Rancho Mission Viejo Open Space Dedication Areas to be
dedicated into the Habitat Reserve in conjunction with the development of each of the RMV
Planning Areas 1 through 5 and 8 are also generally depicted on Figure 4. For example, the
area that is designated “OS P1” (Figure 4) is the open space that is to be dedicated with the
development of RMV Planning Area 1.
A Master Area Plan will be prepared for approval by the County for each RMV Planning
Area prior to the commencement of development within that planning area. The Master Area
Plan will identify each separate phase of development (i.e., Subarea) within the planning
area, if any. The Master Area Plan for each of the planning areas will show the total open
space to be dedicated to the Habitat Reserve for that planning area, prior to approval of a
Master Area Plan for development in the San Juan Creek watershed, RMV will also identify
the portion of the overall open space for the planning area that is to be dedicated to the
Habitat Reserve in conjunction with development of each of the Subareas within that
particular planning area.

4

Please refer to NCCP/MSAA/HCP EIS/EIR.
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C. SMWD does not maintain Orange County flood control facilities. Rather, as described in the
Draft EIS, SMWD is a purveyor of domestic and non-domestic water supplies. Only the
Regional General Permit (RGP) permitting procedures involve existing flood control
channels and the de minimis impacts allowed by the RGP permitting procedures are fully
addressed in the Draft EIS. SMWD is Orange County’s second-largest water district,
providing water and wastewater treatment services to more than 150,000 residents and
businesses in the cities of Mission Viejo and Rancho Santa Margarita and communities of
Coto de Caza, Las Flores, Ladera Ranch, and Talega. As described in Section 8.1.1.2 of the
Draft EIS, “SMWD provides water, and sewer service to approximately 52,000 households
through a network of existing facilities comprised of 1,330 miles of water and sewer mains,
15 connections to other water districts, 30 domestic reservoirs (298 million gallons of
storage), 4 non-domestic reservoirs (1.5 billion gallons of capacity), 21 water pump stations,
30 pressure reducing stations, 6 non-domestic water pump stations, 2 wells with chlorine
injection, 21 sewer lift stations, and 3 sewage treatment plants. These existing facilities
require ongoing operation and maintenance as described in the Draft EIS.
The impacts to wetlands and Waters of the U.S. that would result from SMWD’s
maintenance of their existing facilities are described in Section 8.4.1.1 of the Draft EIS and
specifically set forth in Table 8-3 as 3.34 acres of impacts to wetlands and 14.54 acres of
impacts to non-wetland Waters of the U.S. Mitigation for these impacts is described in the
Draft EIS and the Special Public Notice (see page 21 in the Special Public Notice) and
includes project design and construction minimization measures and compensatory
mitigation in the form of a monetary contribution towards management of the preserved
aquatic resources in the amount of $700,000.
D. The 400-meter-wide corridor applies to just San Juan Creek upstream of Trampas. In a
study published in the Journal of Wildlife Management (59:228-237) in 1995, Dr. Paul Beier,
researcher with extensive experiencing studying mountain lions in southern California,
published recommendations for wildlife movement for mountain lions suggesting a corridor
“400 meters wide for distances of 1-7 kilometers.” Dr. Beier in an electronic mail
communication dated January 10, 2005 attested to the study’s validity even after 10 years.
The 400-meter-wide corridor is applicable for extended distances with constrictions allowed
for short distances. Because San Juan Creek upstream of Trampas was the only area within
the SAMP Study Area where there was an extended corridor between developments along
a streambed, the USACE required a 400-meter-wide corridor along this reach. The
400-meter-wide corridor was not applied anywhere else within the SAMP Study Area.
Figure 5 illustrates Alternative B-12 habitat blocks. From this exhibit, it can be seen that this
alternative would create three large blocks of habitat that are connected with each other and
other large-scale conserved areas (i.e., Cleveland National Forest, Camp Pendleton). The
Arroyo Trabuco block is 1,903 acres, the Western block is 7,304 acres, and the Eastern
block is 23,212 acres. The three habitat blocks are all interconnected by habitat linkages.
The Arroyo Trabuco and Western habitat blocks are connected by existing linkage B
between Ladera Ranch and Las Flores, which has a minimum width of approximately 1,500
feet. The Western and Eastern blocks are connected by linkages I and J. Linkage I is
located between Coto de Caza and Planning Area 3 in the Gobernadora sub-basin and
would have a minimum width of 2,000 feet. Linkage J is located along San Juan Creek and
would have a minimum width of approximately 1,320 feet with planned setbacks from the
100-year floodplain. Regarding the width of wildlife movement corridors, Figure 5 is provided
to illustrate the relationship of the wildlife movement corridors along San Juan Creek,
Cañada Chiquita, Cañada Gobernadora, Cristianitos Creek, Gabino Creek, and Talega
Creek and adjacent development. It should be noted that the wildlife movement corridors
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depicted for Cristianitos, Gabino, and Talega Creeks are conceptual and subject to change
because the 500-acre development footprint for Planning Area 8 is defined in the future
based on input from the arroyo toad studies required per Special Public Notice Special
Condition I.D.8.
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Stateof California The Re.c;ourcesAgency

Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Go\'crnor

DEPARTMENT
OF FISH AND GAME
http://www.dfg.ca.gov
4949 Viewridge Avenue
San Diego. CA 92123
(858)467-4201

February10,2006
lae Chung
U.S. Army CorpsofEngincers
Los AngelesDistrict
P.O. Box 532711
Los Angeles,California 90053-2325

.I~

FEB 1 7 2006
REGULATUkYo"ANCH
LOS ANGELES OFFICE

Commentson the Draft EDvironmental Impact Statement(No. 199916236-\'JC)for the
San Juan Creek and Western SaDMateo Creek Watershed SpecialArea ManagementPlan
(SA.\fP) in Orange County, California
Dear Mr. Chung:

The DepartmentofFish andGaD1e
(Department)hasreviewedthe Draft Environmental
Impact Statementfor the SanJuanCreekandWesternSanMateoCreekWatershedSpecialArea
ManagementPlan(SAMP). The SAMP is a watershed-Ie\'clplanningand pennitting pro~
for
lando\\'nersandpublic agenciesproposingactionsaffectingthe Anny Corpsof Engineers'(ACOE)
jurisdictional Watersof the U.S (WoUS).
The SAMP is one of multiple planningprocessesbeingconcUITently
de\'elopedto conser\.c
andprotect the bioJogicalresourcesof SouthernOrangeCounty. A Habitat ConservationPlan
(HCP) is being developedby the U.s. Fish and Wildlife Service(Service)to addressimpactsto
federally-listedspecies.The Countyof Orangeis processinga GeneralPlan Amendment/Zone
Changefor the proposeddeveJopment
on the RanchoMission Viejo (RMV) property.
The Departmentis identified asthe administratorof the NaturalCommunityConservation
Plan (NCCP), a programbeing developedconcurrentlywith the HCP to protectsensitivespecies
and habitats. The Departmentwill alsopreparethe MasterStreambedAlteration Agreement
(MSAA), a programto addrcssimpactsto statejurisdictional lake and streamresourcesthroughout
the area. Pursuantto Section1802of the Fish and GameCode,the Dcpartmentalsohasjurisdiction
over the conservation.protection,and managementof fish. \\ildlife, native plantsand habitat
necessaryfor biologically sustainablepopulationsof thosespecies.We stressthe needfor projects
nearand \\'ithin creeksto avoid depositsofmalerial deleteriousto fish, plant andbird life.
Activities and/'orstructuresthat impedeor preventthe passageof fish shouldalsobe avoided.
Minimum £]O\\'S
within a creekshouldbe maintainedat all times, including do\\'nstreamof
temporarydarnsandother obstructions,
Thc ACOE has pcrfoffi1oo extensive studies and has identified geographic areasof higher-.
mcdium- and lower-quality aquatic rcsourccs \\'ithin the Southern Orange County area. Thc S.~"fP
proposr:.sthe development ofthr~ additIonal. abbreviatcd permitting procc~.scs gt;nerally for
lesser-qualifY aquatic resource impac~ to WoL:S: J) an expeditcd RcgionaJ Gcneral Permit (RGP),
~'hich c.ouJdbe issued for projects outside ofthc RMY Plannin.2,Area that result in up to 0.5 acre of

General Comments

1

Commentson the RGP Process

-3
2' Ten1poraryimpactareasshouldbe monitoredto ensurethat restorationefforts were
successfuland to ensureexotic, invasiveplantsdo not becomeestablishedin the project
footprint. We recommendthat temporaryimpact areashe monitoredfor a minimum of
two years.If native cover is not reestablished
after this period or, if exotic species
comprisegreaterthan 100/0
of the vegetativecoveror if any California InvasivePlant
Council (CalIPC)List A speciesis present,the applicantshoulddevelopand implement
a restorationplan to ensurethat theseareasreturnto a predetenninedbaseline. A final
report shouldbe submittedto the ACOE. Service.and Department(collectively.the
ResourceAgencies)at the conclusionof the monitoring period.

5

Commentson the LOP ProcessOutside the R:\IV Planning Area
) In additionto an ACOE jurisdictional delineationand impact'mitigationproposal,a
delineationofDcpartmentjurisdictional streamsand an assessment
of impactsshould
alsobe providedby the applicantto expeditepre-applicationcoordinationmeetings.
Additionally, any National EnvironmentalPolicy Act (NEPA)/CEQA documcntsthat
havebeencompletedfor the project shouldalsobc submittedto the ResourceAgencies
prior to meetings.
2) We recommendannualreportsbe submittedto the ResourceAgenciesto documentthe
progressof the restorationand exotic speciesmanagementefforts.

6

7

Commentson the LOP ProcessWithin the RM". Planning Area
I) RMV Individual Pennit SpecialConditions
a) It is unclearwhereplantingsfor coastlive oak mitigation would occur. We
recommendaddinga conditionthatplantingswill be coordinated~ith the
ResourceAgenciesand/orthe managemententity establishedfor the eventual
NCCP/HCPreserve. We alsorecommendthe useof I-gallon coastlive oaksor
smallerseedlingsfor mitigationplanting. Specimenboxedtreesaregenerally
prunedto an unnaturalsingle-trunkandhigh branching"standard",areIcsswindresistant,and are subjectto increasedweedcompetitionthan lo~'-branching
naturallrees. Containerizedb"eesalsogenerallyhavecircling rootsor large
diameterroots cut during repotting. Largertreesare Jessablc to establishan
extensiveroot S)'Stem,
essentialfor survival in arid California. Plantingpalettes
for oak woodlandhabitatsshouldincludenative understoryspeciesandshould
monitorcd for a minimun1of 10yearsto ensuresuccess.
b) Stream crossings should be designed to facilitate wildlifc movement. Bridges,
spanning from top-of-bank to top-of-bank, should be used to the I.'xtt."r1t
feasible.
Crossings constructed should not result in strcam cuning or changesto surfact:
flo\\' and should bc enginccred to allow the full flow of..he streanl in a fl~
cvcnt. Rctrofitting of cxi",tmg crossings should bc incorporated irlto the projt:ct
design, whcrc fcclsiblc. and should inc()~()r4te prcfahricatcd drainage-wide spans

8

9

4
(e.g., Con/Spans. prefabricated arches) or another design to ensure fulJ function
for fish passage and wildlife movement.

}~nt.

c) Passiverecreation,agricultureand other allowableusesspecifiedin conservation
easements
to be recorded\\ritmn the RMV PlanningArea shouldbe consistent
with thoseallowed/specifiedin the NCCP/HCP. Per the NCCPillCP, these
activities aresubjectto managementplanswhich havebeenanaJ}'Zed
to ensure
that habitat/speciesimpactsare minimized.
d) Although compensatorymitigation is not requiredfor tt.mporaryimpactsto
WoUS, unvegetatedor vegetatedby uplandspecies,we recommendaddinga
restorationandmonitoring componentto eachproject to ensurethat exotic,
invasivespeciesdc not encroachinto theseareas.Left unchecked,suchpockets
of exotic speciescould underminelargerscaleefforts to control exotic species
within a watershed.

10

11

12

~

Sincerely,
I~ \

.

.M~O

DeputyRegionalManager
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3.2

RESPONSES TO STATE AGENCY COMMENTS

COMMENTOR 3

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
Dated: February 10, 2006

Response 1
The SAMP permitting policies were designed to address sediment/debris transport functions
and movement of aquatic animals. To maintain sediment and debris functions within areas
inside of the RMV Planning Area, development was focused away from sources of sand and
sediment to allow for continued transport of sands from upland sources to downstream areas. In
addition, all major stream crossings involve span crossings or sufficiently sized culverts to allow
for downstream transport of water and sediments. To maintain sediment and debris functions
within areas outside of the RMV Planning Area, projects will be reviewed on a case-by-case
basis as projects apply for permits and project details become known. With increased
coordination with the resource agencies including the California Department of Fish and Game,
new projects should be able to minimize any adverse impacts on sediment and debris functions.
To protect wildlife corridor movement, policies were developed to protect longitudinal corridors
for fish and amphibians. Within the RMV Planning Area, major stream crossings would either be
spanned or involve culverts sufficiently sized to allow for movement. In addition, all major
streams are required to have sufficient setbacks to allow for movement along the stream
channel; refer to the response to EPA Comment 6D. For Cow Camp crossing (the only existing
crossing within the RMV Planning Area affecting fish movement), RMV’s long-term individual
permit requires the redesign of the crossing to allow for fish movement when the authorization
for the discharge of fill materials associated with the planning area is authorized. For streams
outside of the RMV Planning Area, General Condition 19 for Letters of Permission (LOPs)
outside of the RMV Planning Area requires stream crossings in Arroyo Trabuco or San Juan
Creek, the two main perennial streams in the SAMP Study Area, to be passable by fish.
Response 2
The SAMP permitting policies condition authorizations would not allow initial vegetation clearing
during breeding bird season between March 15 and September 15. Activities within the
breeding season may occur if bird surveys indicate absence of breeding birds within 50 feet of
the vegetation clearing. The USACE believes the 50-foot-wide radius is a reasonable initial
condition. A requirement for a 300-foot-wide radius may be overly protective, especially if the
vegetation is cleared by hand. Nevertheless, the USACE reserves the right to condition
distances greater than 50 feet based on additional information provided during the application
process related to method of vegetation removal.
Response 3
The SAMP permitting policies do not require a summary report for all actions. The USACE
envisions requiring a summary report where appropriate. For the RMV long-term individual
permit, a summary report with as-built drawings and demonstration of compliance with permit
conditions is required. However, for other projects, this may be an excessive requirement for
paperwork, especially if the project is small and routine, such as cleaning a culvert or
conducting maintenance work. The USACE believes the requirement for summary reports
should be determined on a case-by-case basis after specific impacts have been assessed, as
was the case for the RMV long-term individual permit.
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Response 4
The USACE believes the Regional General Permit (RGP) process will not result in appreciable
temporal loss of riparian resources. The RGP may be used in riparian areas with lower
ecological integrity, may be used for no greater than 0.5 acre of temporary impact total, and
may not result in greater than 0.1 acre of temporary impacts to native riparian vegetation. Many
of these areas will be so close to existing urban habitats that meaningful riparian habitat would
not be available. Given that any impacts will be confined to a small amount of native riparian
vegetation with lower ecological integrity, the adverse impacts to quality riparian habitat is
minimal.
The USACE also needs to clarify a misunderstanding. The 5-year duration is the life of the
permit. Each action requires processing as a separate action. The 5-year duration applies to the
program established by the RGP and not necessarily to any specific action. Typically, individual
actions are authorized for a duration of two years.
Response 5
The USACE believes requiring revegetation and monitoring of invasive exotic vegetation for
impacts eligible for this RGP would be excessive. As stated previously, impacts to native
riparian vegetation would be confined to a small area and would be to riparian vegetation with
lower ecological integrity. Given that the majority of these actions would be for small actions, the
amount of monitoring and revegetation required as a blanket condition would be a large
expenditure of resources and paperwork without any commensurate benefit to protecting the
aquatic ecosystem.
Even for the larger projects involving temporary impacts to up to 0.5 acre, the USACE believes
expenditures for monitoring of invasive exotic species would be excessive. Many of these areas
are typically maintained on an infrequent basis, such that exotic vegetation does not have a
foothold. To require monitoring for up to 2 years when the area may be cleared of vegetation
soon thereafter would be wasteful use of administrative resources for the permittee and the
regulatory agencies assigned to review the monitoring reports. In addition, disturbances of the
system from these RGP actions would be small compared to natural disturbances from annual
storms. Any benefit of maintaining areas cleared as part of a maintenance action would be
drowned by exotics that may infest areas disturbed by natural actions. Consequently, there
would not be any benefit to the riparian ecosystem from just maintaining a few acres clear of
exotic vegetation when natural disturbances create opportune areas for invasive species
infestation of thousands of acres.
The USACE reserves the right to require additional conditions where appropriate. There may be
instances where the USACE will require additional monitoring if specific invasive species were
removed such as Arundo or Tamarix. However, the USACE believes a blanket condition would
be counterproductive in light of the objective of minimizing regulatory delays for actions with
minimal impacts to the aquatic ecosystem.
Response 6
The USACE will specify the requirement of a CDFG jurisdictional delineation as part of the preapplication process.
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Response 7
The USACE will require submittal of annual report to the Resource Agencies if monitoring is
required for restoration and exotic species management efforts.
Response 8
The USACE will require any coast live oak mitigation planting in compensation for oaks dying of
inundation to be coordinated with the Resource Agencies. In addition, 1-gallon oaks will be
required for the plantings rather than 10-gallon oaks. Finally, planting of an oak understory will
be required and a minimum of 10 years of monitoring will be required.
Response 9
The USACE believes stream crossings have been designed to facilitate wildlife movement.
Span crossing will be used for most stream crossings. In a few instances, culverted crossings
may be used but the clearing will be a minimum of 20 feet from the bottom of the stream invert.
Response 10
The USACE supports the requirement that passive recreation in conservation easement areas
would be consistent with the NCCP/HCP and any resulting management plans. The USACE will
continue coordinating with the Resource Agencies to ensure of this.
Response 11
For the Rancho Mission Viejo long-term individual permit, the permittee is already required to
comply with the Adaptive Management Program and the Invasive Species Control Plan as part
of Special Conditions III.4 and III.5, respectively.
Response 12
The USACE appreciates the CDFG’s comments in making the SAMP a stronger program in
terms of ecological protection. Although the CDFG expresses interest in providing additional
comments on the revocation of the Nationwide General Permits, any official comments will have
been received outside the official comment period and cannot be made part of the
administrative record.
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3.3

RESPONSES TO SPECIAL DISTRICTS/REGIONAL AGENCIES COMMENTS

COMMENTOR 4

TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR AGENCIES
Dated: January 30, 2006

Response 1
The USACE recognizes that on February 23, 2006, the Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor
Agency (F/ETCA) Board of Directors took action to certify the final Subsequent Environmental
Impact Report (SEIR) component of the South Orange County Transportation Infrastructure
Improvement Project (SOCTIIP) EIS/SEIR and adopt a locally preferred alternative, the
A7-FEC-M alignment. The A7-FEC-M is also the alignment for which the USACE has issued a
preliminary LEDPA (Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative) determination
(November 2005) on the basis of the reduced impacts to wetlands anticipated to result from
implementation of this alternative. The USACE acknowledges the selection of the A7-FEC-M
Alternative as the Preliminary LEDPA. However, any final selection of a permitable alternative
awaits further public interest review by the USACE as well as a final Record of Decision (ROD)
by the FHWA.
Response 2
The USACE again acknowledges that the A7-FEC-M was selected as the locally preferred
alternative (F/ETCA Board of Directors, 2/23/06) and the preliminary LEDPA (see Section 4).
Response 3
The selection of the A7-FEC-M alignment as the locally preferred alternative and the preliminary
LEDPA would reduce Cristianitos sub-basin conflicts compared to the alignments that would be
implemented east of the Donna O’Neill Conservancy, particularly those related to coastal sage
scrub/valley grassland restoration, the alkali wetlands, and the headwaters of Cristianitos Creek.
This alignment would also reduce conflicts with the lowland portion of linkage N through the
grasslands/coastal sage scrub adjacent to Cristianitos Creek (see Section 4).
Response 4
The USACE acknowledges changes and refinements have been made.
Response 5
The USACE expects the eventual permit mechanism will be determined upon receipt of a
complete application and finalization of the ROD. At this point, SOCTIIP is not eligible for any of
the abbreviated permits such as the Letter of Permission (LOP) or RGP. A standard individual
permit would be expected for each discrete phase. The USACE expects maintenance activities
to be processed as LOPs because the impacts are temporary, but within higher value areas.
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3.4

RESPONSES TO LOCAL AGENCIES COMMENTS

COMMENTOR 5

COUNTY OF ORANGE
RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
Dated: June 28, 2004

Response 1
Figure 2-3 has been modified to include the proposed Gobernadora Multipurpose Basin and is
included in Section 4 of this Reponses to Comments document.
Response 2
This referenced sentence has been revised as follows (see Section 4):
Although facilities are planned as part of the County of Orange Master Plan of Riding
and Hiking Trails, there are no existing trails that link these regional parks. Three County
of Orange Master Plan of Riding and Hiking Trail facilities link O’Neill Regional Park to
Caspers Wilderness Park: Bell View Trail, Tijeras Creek Trail, and Arroyo Trabuco Trail.
Response 3
Clarification is provided as follows (see Section 4):
Figure 4.1.12-2 illustrates the trails within the SAMP Study Area that are on the Orange
County General Plan Recreation Element Master Plan of Regional Riding and Hiking
Trails Map.
Response 4
The sentences have been clarified as follows (see Section 4):
A Class I bicycle trail is a paved facility, which is physically separated from a roadway
and designated primarily for the use of bicycles and designated primarily for the use of
bicycles, although pedestrian and equestrian use is allowed on Orange County regional
Class I bikeways.
Some of tThese bikeways also are included on the County of Orange Master Plan of
Bikeways Bikeway Plan. The Master Plan of Bikeways is a component of the Recreation
Element of the General Plan.
Response 5
Figure 4.1.12-2 has been revised to incorporate additional riding and hiking trails (see
Section 4).
Response 6
Figure 4.1.12-3 has been revised to incorporate the requested changes (see Section 4).
Response 7
Clarification is provided as follows (see Section 4):
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Alternative A-4 would not conflict with the implementation of the implementation of the
Master Plan of Bikeways of the Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA)
Commuter Bikeways Strategic Plan and the County’s Bikeway Plan.
Alternative A-5 would potentially conflict with the implementation of the County Master
Plan of Bikeways Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) Commuter Bikeways
Strategic Plan and the County’s Bikeway Plan.
Alternative A-5 would not have any significant physical impacts on recreational
resources. However, this alternative does not provide for the comprehensive
implementation of the County Master Plan of Riding and Hiking Trails, the County
Master Plan of Bikeways the County’s Bikeway Plan, or the OCTA Commuter Bikeway
Strategic Plan within the RMV Planning Area.
There are two designated bikeways within the limits of Alternative B-10 Modified. Both
bikeways would be provided for as part of the development of Alternative B-10
Modified…. Alternative B-10 Modified would not conflict with the implementation of the
Master Plan bikeways Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) Commuter
Bikeways Strategic Plan and the County’s Bikeway Plan.
With respect to the use of Community Facilities Districts to finance trails and bikeways, the
comment is noted. However, the USACE does not have land use authority over the SAMP
Study Area and, more specifically, the RMV Planning Area to impose Community Facilities
Districts as a part of the SAMP project.
Response 8
The USACE recognizes that existing flood control facilities need to be maintained and strives to
minimize permitting delays for these activities that protect the public from flooding dangers. The
USACE also recognizes that some of these flood control facilities provide functions related to
habitat and water quality that are of interest to the local community and environmental
organizations. In the face of the need to balance interests that sometimes appear to be
opposing forces, the USACE has developed policies within the SAMP Study Area that seek to
accommodate these disparate purposes of these resources. For small actions in relatively poor
quality aquatic resources, the USACE proposes to fully implement the Regional General Permit
(RGP) program for maintenance. The RPG program for maintenance would result in
authorizations within as little as 15 days of notification to the USACE, would include a program
level Section 401 certification, and would not require compensatory mitigation. Even though the
USACE cannot make these types of activities exempt or free of notification requirements in light
of the public concerns over these resources, the USACE can attempt to accommodate these
types of facilities while still considering the concerns by interested citizens and environmental
groups.
For larger permitting actions, the USACE proposes to fully implement the Letter of Permission
(LOP) program even within higher value aquatic areas. Regardless of the location of the flood
control facility, the LOP program would allow for maintenance activities consistent with
established maintenance baselines. The maintenance baseline definition is the same as the one
provided for Nationwide General Permit 31. As is the case with Nationwide General Permit 31,
activities consistent with the established maintenance baseline would not require compensatory
mitigation. Activities not consistent with an established maintenance baseline or undertaken
without maintenance baseline would require compensatory mitigation depending on the extent
of impacts. The definition and application of maintenance baseline provision shall be made
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more explicit within the SAMP LOP permitting procedures. In comparing processing times of the
LOP program with existing Nationwide General Permits used for flood control facility
maintenance, the design of the LOP program does not penalize applicants in time delays while
resulting in more interagency coordination that makes the permitting outcome more
environmentally defensible.
For the record, the USACE will change the pre-application requirements for the LOP process
outside of the high quality areas. After informal discussions with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the California Department of Fish and Game, the pre-application consultation
threshold for eligibility outside of high quality areas will be changed from 0.1 acre to 0.5 acre.
Given the low quality of these areas and the absence of critical habitat for listed threatened
and/or endangered species, the LOP process including pre-application meetings and interagency coordination should still provide the appropriate amount of aquatic resource protection.
Response 9
Portions of Arroyo Trabuco and San Juan Creek were included as high quality aquatic
resources because of the recently finalized steelhead critical habitat. Even under the existing
permitting system involving the use of NW 3, 31, 33, 42, and 43, formal Section 7 consultation
with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)-Fisheries pursuant to the
Endangered Species Act would be required with a formal biological opinion taking about 135
days to complete from start to finish. By revoking the Nationwide General Permits and
implementing the alternative permitting system subject to additional LOP requirements, the
USACE will be able to undertake more effective consultation with NOAA-Fisheries to fully
minimize impacts to the southern steelhead. The LOP requirements of greater interagency
coordination also formalizes exchange of information between the USACE and other state and
federal agencies, allowing environmental decision-making to be more effective in these critical
habitat areas. The only operational change to applicants in establishing this new process
involves more upfront coordination which the County of Orange and USACE permitting staff
already undertake on a regular basis for most activities.
The USACE acknowledges portions of Trabuco Creek and San Juan Creek as ineligible for
Regional General Permits (RGPs). However, it must be clarified that these areas would be
eligible for maintenance activities through the LOP process. The only effect of making these
areas ineligible for most LOP activities is the imposition of the 0.1 acre threshold for permanent
impacts because of the high value nature of these geographic areas. For non-maintenance
flood control activities, the main effect of this threshold is to require a standard individual permit
for activities such as placement of large amounts of riprap. For other temporary activities, a
standard individual permit will not be required.
Regarding the references to San Juan Creek, Arroyo Trabuco, and Oso Creek, the County of
Orange will not be prohibited from obtaining permit authorizations for maintenance activities.
LOP procedures would allow for maintenance while allowing for appropriate permit review. Of
the three listed creek systems, Oso Creek is completely outside the higher value areas. This is
due to the overall lower ecological integrity of that creek and the absence of listed threatened
and/or endangered species or their critical habitat. Aside from capital improvement projects and
impacts to compensatory mitigation sites, many activities would be eligible for the full range of
abbreviated permitting within the Oso Creek Watershed.
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Response 10
The SAMP does not affect other USACE studies. Permitting for other USACE studies is not
performed by USACE’ regulatory staff and are often so large as to require standard individual
rather than any abbreviated permitting. Nevertheless, the proposed Locally Preferred Plan
within the lower San Juan Creek may be an exception in terms of abbreviated permitting. The
proposal to raise channel side walls and/or replacing concrete with concrete for the most part
does not constitute a permanent impact. This type of impact as envisioned would result in less
than 0.1 acre of permanent impact and would thus qualify for the LOP process. The USACE still
expects Section 7 consultation within areas designated as critical habitat for the southern
steelhead.
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Subject

Response to Draft EnvironmentalImpact Statement(DEIS) for the San

Juan Creekn

WesternSan MateoCreekWatershedsSpecialArea

Management Plan (SAMP)
Dear Mr. Chung:

The City appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) for the San Ju., Creek and Western San Mateo Creek
Watersheds Special Area Management Plan ($AMP). We understand that the EIS
represents your agency's evaluation of the project-related environmental Impacts under
the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). WhUe we've reviewed
the Draft EIS, we also request a copy of the SAMP for review and comment. We have
the following comments on the DEIS analysis:
1. Under Regional General Permit (RGP) Procedures, General Condition 13.
Avoidance of B{eedlng Season. All work in waters must occur between
Septeni>er 15 and March 15. This is in confDd with Orange County Flood Control
DistJict (OCFCD) oonditions which usually Rrohibit work In S~1:n corridors
under their 'jurisdiction between October and April. OCFCD has certain
jurisdiction over San Juan Creek through the City of San Juan Capistrano. This
would create a condition.that would 81~ for a one month window for work within
jurisdictional waters. The City recommends that ACOE work with the United
States Fish & WIldlife Service (USfWS) and Orange County Flood Control
District (OCFCD) to establish appropriate conditions that protect listed species
while allowing necessary stream and flood channel inprovemen1s 'to proceed.

2. HYdrolOGY.The City is concernedabout any diversionof or impact on surface
watersor groundwaterthat wouldreducethe flow of suchwater towardsthe City.
Specifically,the City opposesany componentof the proposedprojed that would
reducecurrentstreamflows or redure groundwaterlevels in the San Juan Basin
in a mannerthat would diminiih the productionof the City's groundwaterwens.
The City has investedsubstantialpoolicfunds in the develorxnentand operation

San Juan Capistrano: Preserving the Past to Enhance the Future

~ .._~--

1

2
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COMMENTOR 6

CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
Dated: January 30, 2006

Response 1
The USACE acknowledges that some flood control maintenance work needs to occur between
March 15 through September 15. Given that breeding birds are not always present and are not
present throughout the entire spring and summer, the exception to allow work if breeding birds
are absent allows the work to occur in the spring and summer. Rather than one month, the
actual realistic window for maintenance activities is several months. This condition along with
the exception in various forms has become a typical permit condition by the USACE, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the California Department of Fish and Game. In addition, if
the action is needed to address an emergency situation, applicants can always use Regional
General Permit Number 63 for emergency actions.
Response 2
One of the goals of the SAMP was to maintain similar hydrologic profiles before and after the
project. Sections 6.3.2.2 and 6.3.2.4 of the SAMP Draft EIS discusses the potential project
design features addressing both surface hydrology and groundwater hydrology. Appendix D of
the Draft EIS provides quantitative estimates of the monthly water budget for each major basin
based on a full water balance analysis. As part of the water balance analysis, all components of
the hydrological cycle including imports, evapotranspiration, infiltration, and precipitation were
considered. Due to project design features that direct development and impervious surfaces
onto poorly infiltrating soils and using retention basins in sandy soils to promote infiltration,
impacts to the hydrologic cycle are not substantially different before and after the project except
for increased groundwater outflow.
In terms of the groundwater wells used by the City of San Juan Capistrano, the RMV Planning
Area development directs water towards areas of infiltration in order to not adversely deplete
groundwater supplies. The net result is an increase in groundwater recharge. For example,
groundwater flows would increase by 200 acre-feet per year in the Chiquita Sub-basin, by
300 acre-feet per year in the Gobernadora Subbasin, by 700 acre-feet per year in the Trampas
Sub-basin, and 900 acre-feet per year in the East Ortega Sub-basin. The data and analysis are
available in Section 5 in Appendix D of the SAMP Draft EIS.
Response 3
The comment is noted.
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3.5

RESPONSES TO INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

COMMENTOR 7

B. SACHAU
Dated: November 16, 2005

Response 1
The opinions of the commentor are noted.
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COMMENTOR 8

ENDANGERED HABITATS LEAGUE
Dated: December 8, 2005

Response 1
The comment is noted.
Response 2
In developing the Letter of Permission (LOP) procedures within the higher value, ineligible
areas, the USACE sought to maximize aquatic resource protection while not overburdening
most projects having minimal or minor impacts to the aquatic ecosystem. To accomplish this,
the USACE needed to consider an appropriate threshold within these higher value areas that
would separate activities into those warranting permit review through the full standard individual
permit process (i.e., activities that have the potential to have more adverse impacts to Waters of
the U.S., including wetlands) from those warranting permitting the abbreviated LOP procedures
(i.e., activities that would not have adverse impacts with appropriate permit conditions). If the
impact threshold to Waters of the U.S. is too high (e.g., 1.0 acre), more activities with potentially
adverse impacts would not receive the benefit of full review through the standard individual
permit, which requires dissemination of a public notice for public input and impact analysis
through an environmental assessment. Conversely, if the threshold is too low (e.g., 100 square
feet), more routine activities with insignificant impacts to the aquatic resources will undergo
unnecessary paperwork and time delays associated with a standard individual permit, even if
dissemination of a public notice elicits no response from the interested public. Given that most
standard individual permits elicit no response from the public or from the resource agencies, a
substantial amount of USACE staff time would be spent on writing and reviewing 3 to 7 page
public notices and 12 to 15 page environmental assessments when it could be spent addressing
impacts that could have more substantial impacts to the aquatic environment.
In consideration of the above issues, the USACE chose a threshold of 0.1 acre or 4,356 square
feet of Waters of the U.S. for these higher value aquatic areas, which are characterized by high
ecological integrity or possess critical habitat for listed threatened and/or endangered species.
This threshold is the same as the one used in the Upper Santa Margarita River Watershed in
Riverside County, a threshold above which a standard individual permit is required. The USACE
believes that the threshold is low enough to allow full review associated with standard individual
permits for most activities with potentially adverse effects to the aquatic ecosystem. For impacts
below that threshold, the USACE believes the impacts are small enough to not have adverse
effects that cannot be minimized through appropriate project permit conditions developed in
coordination with the resource agencies.
The USACE acknowledges that certain types of impacts warrant more review and coordination.
After informal discussions with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the California Department
of Fish and Game, the USACE is proposing to modify the LOP procedures in the higher value
aquatic areas by requiring a pre-application coordination for any project that may affect a listed
threatened and/or endangered species or their listed critical habitat, regardless of the extent of
impact.
As a point of clarification, the USACE has the sole authority to require a standard individual
permit for those activities that would otherwise be eligible for the LOP procedures. If the USACE
determines that a project may not be eligible for a LOP after coordination with the resource
agencies, the USACE will require processing of the action through a standard individual permit.
However, the USACE believes most impacts below 0.1 acre can be minimized to the same
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degree as can be obtained through a standard individual permit through proper conditioning of
the authorization. The requirement of a standard individual permit for impacts to less than
0.1 acre of Waters of the U.S. in these higher value resource areas would not be common.
Response 3
The USACE accepts this language suggestion. The 400-foot-wide buffer along San Juan Creek
between Planning Areas 3 and 4 will not have staging and picnic areas.
Response 4
Rancho Mission Viejo is not relying on eradication of bullfrogs from water quality basins within
0.5 km of streams as the sole measure to control bullfrogs. Rancho Mission Viejo has
developed an Invasive Species Control Plan as a component of the Adaptive Management
Program that includes bullfrogs as a target species for control/eradication throughout the RMV
Planning Area. The Invasive Species Control Plan, as a component of the Adaptive
Management Program, is based on extensive site surveys which mapped occurrences of
invasive species (plants and animals) as well as providing a variety of methods for eradication.
The section of the Invasive Species Control Plan that addresses bullfrogs identifies known and
potential locations throughout the RMV Planning Area that would be subject to the specified
control methods as part of the Adaptive Management Program. The mitigation measure
referenced by the commentor would be implemented as part of the combined measures
prescribed for bullfrogs the water quality basins and the Invasive Species Control Plan.
Response 5
As described in Section 8.1.1.2 of the Draft EIS, the Santa Margarita Water District desires to
construct two domestic reservoirs and one non-domestic reservoir and have identified two
locations for these facilities: Upper Chiquita and San Juan Creek East 3 for the domestic
reservoirs and San Juan Creek East 3 and Trampas Canyon Pit from the non-domestic
reservoir. The two domestic reservoirs are for emergency storage of potable water; they would
be constructed with earthen dams and would be lined and covered with a floating cover. The
water will not be exposed to the atmosphere and, as such, would not promote the breeding of
bullfrogs. The non-domestic reservoir would also be an earthen dam and provide for seasonal
storage of recycled water. Although not covered and lined, it would be designed to control bull
frog breeding through steep slopes and preclusion of vegetated areas, low spots, shelves or
other areas that could inadvertently support bullfrog breeding. The seasonal operation of the
reservoir would include filling the reservoir during low irrigation demands during the winter and
drawing from the reservoir for use during high irrigation demands during the summer. The cyclic
operation would allow for periodic reviews to determine the level of, if any, and the removal of
bullfrog habitat.
Response 6
As described in Section 8.4.1.1 of the Draft EIS, the impacts to USACE regulated wetlands and
waters by the Santa Margarita Water District Proposed Project (maintenance of existing
facilities) are 3.34 acres of wetlands and 14.54 acres of waters. As noted in the Draft EIS, these
impacts would all be temporary and would occur over many years as Santa Margarita Water
District maintains its existing facilities. The Draft EIS and Special Public Notice set forth
minimization and mitigation measures for these impacts including restoration of all temporarily
impacted areas and the contribution of $700,000 towards the protection and management of
permanently preserved aquatic resources through implementation of the Aquatic Resources
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Adaptive Management Plan. It is the opinion of the USACE that the combination of restoration
of all temporarily impacted areas and the funding of management measures designed to
maintain and where feasible enhance the functions and values of the preserved aquatic
resources, in addition to those other measures set forth in the Special Public Notice will result in
no net loss of acreage, functions, and values.
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COMMENTOR 9

PETER BLOOM
Dated: January 15, 2006

Response 1
The species information provided in the Draft EIS was current to spring 2004, as provided in the
Draft Southern Subregion NCCP Southern Planning Guidelines. The Draft Southern Planning
Guidelines provided in Appendix B1 to the SAMP Draft EIS. The Draft Southern Planning
Guidelines also are available on the County of Orange NCCP and SAMP website as a source
material for the SAMP, the 2004 General Plan Amendment/Zone Change EIR, and was
included in the Southern Subregion NCCP/MSAA/HCP.
Although the red-legged frog is considered to be extirpated from Orange County, Mr. Bloom was
contacted and requested to provide further information on the voucher specimen for the
California red-legged frog data.
Response 2
As noted in Response 1, the species information provided in the Draft EIS was current to spring
2004 as provided in the Draft Southern Subregion NCCP Southern Planning Guidelines and has
been available for public review since May 2004. Mr. Bloom was contacted and requested to
provide his most recent information for arroyo toad locations in Cristianitos Creek. The
clarification that the distribution of breeding arroyo toads in Gabino Canyon extends to about
0.75 km upstream of the confluence with La Paz Canyon is noted. The distribution of this
breeding population extending upstream of La Paz Canyon is shown on Figure 8-9 of the SAMP
Draft EIS.
Response 3
The USACE concurs with the commentor’s concerns related to potential development impacts
on the arroyo toad and other sensitive aquatic/riparian species and has addressed these
concerns through the: (1) Aquatic Resources Adaptive Management Program (ARAMP; see
Appendix F3 of the SAMP Draft EIS); (2) Aquatic Resources Restoration Plan (ARRP; see
Appendix F2 of the SAMP Draft EIS); and (3) Invasive Species Control Plan (ISCP; see
Appendix F4 of the SAMP Draft EIS). The ARAMP is the programmatic approach to
management and monitoring of the arroyo toad and other sensitive aquatic/riparian species.
The ARRP and ISCP are plans that describe in more specific detail the implementation of the
ARAMP. In addition, the Geomorphic and Hydrologic Needs of Aquatic and Riparian
Endangered Species: San Juan and Western San Mateo Watersheds (see Appendix G of the
Draft EIS) provides an extensive discussion of the natural history and ecology, subregional
distribution, and conservation and management concerns for the arroyo toad, as well as other
listed aquatic/riparian species.
The ARAMP provides an extensive discussion of the management and monitoring issues
regarding the arroyo toad and other sensitive aquatic/riparian species. It identifies the
environmental factors (termed stressors in the ARAMP) potentially affecting arroyo toads noted
in the comment that will require long-term management and monitoring, including water
availability and exotic invasive plant and animal species (e.g., giant reed and bullfrogs).
Management objectives stated on page A-38 of the ARAMP directly pertaining to the arroyo
toad include:
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•

Maintain the ability of the subregion to support populations of aquatic listed and focal
species by implementing management activities in areas where: (1) habitat degradation
has been determined to adversely affect habitat use by those species; and (2) it is
unlikely that the area would naturally regenerate without management intervention; e.g.,
where giant reed invades arroyo toad habitat.

•

Maintain and, where feasible, enhance long-term net habitat value in order to mitigate for
proposed impacts and to further recovery of listed aquatic species…
−

Implement invasive plant and animal species control plans along San Juan and
Cristianitos Creeks to improve breeding habitat for the arroyo toad and least Bell’s
vireo.

−

Maintain flow characteristics of episodic events and assure water quality in drainages
supporting the arroyo toad.

The ARAMP also describes the general monitoring approach for the arroyo toad (see pages
A-58 and A-59) although the precise details of the monitoring program, such transect locations,
timing of surveys, etc. will be described in the initial Management Action Plan to be developed
over the first 18 months of initiation of the ARAMP.
The ARAMP discusses adaptive management approaches pertinent to the arroyo toad (see
pages A-59 and A-60). For example, general management strategies that could directly affect
arroyo toad habitat include:
•

Emulate natural flood regimes to maintain coarse sediment yields, storage, and
transport.

•

Emulate natural timing of peak flows of each sub-basin relative to mainstem creeks.

•

Manage existing groundwater recharge areas supporting riparian zones and maximize
groundwater recharge of alluvial aquifers to the extent consistent with aquifer capacity
and habitat management goals.

•

Manage water quality through various strategies, with an emphasis on natural treatment
systems such as water quality wetlands, swales and infiltration areas and application of
Best Management Practices.

At a specific level relevant to the arroyo toad, these strategies include:
•

Management of excessive surface and subsurface flows and sediment in Gobernadora
Creek (relates to downstream water availability in San Juan Creek to support arroyo
toad breeding populations).

•

Management of potential changes in water supplies to San Juan Creek.

•

Control of invasive exotic plant species such as giant reed, tamarisk, and pampas grass
in riparian zones, particularly in San Juan Creek and lower Cristianitos Creek.

•

Management of ponds and other open waters with lacustrine and fresh emergent
vegetation (e.g., water quality and invasive species that may appear, such as bullfrogs
and crayfish)
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•

Control of human access and recreational activities in wetland/riparian areas.

The ARAMP includes “near-term” active management strategies relevant to arroyo toads that
have high priority for early implementation, including:
•

Control of Argentine and red imported fire ants.

•

Control of exotic predators (bullfrogs, crayfish, and possibly introduced fishes).

•

Control of specimen collections and harassment by humans.

•

Provision of adequate wildlife crossings/habitat linkages and fences along roadways at
key crossing locations.

•

Control of artificial lighting and noise.

Finally, the ARAMP includes experimental management hypotheses relevant to the arroyo toad,
including:
•

Control of bullfrogs in CalMat Lake will increase arroyo toad populations.

•

Control of giant reed in San Juan Creek below Bell Canyon will increase local arroyo
toad populations.

•

Increasing spring stormwater flows into San Juan Creek through the Water Quality
Management Plan-proposed Combined Control System will increase breeding habitat
quality for the arroyo toad by providing breeding pools that persist longer and support
the full toad reproductive cycle.

With regard to upland habitat destruction adjacent to San Juan Creek, there will be some loss of
potential arroyo toad upland habitat (based on suitable soils and vegetation communities)
adjacent to Planning Areas 3 and 4. However, Ramirez (2003) demonstrated with radio
telemetry that arroyo toad habitat use along San Juan Creek is primarily confined to the active
floodplain that will remain undisturbed. Furthermore, development setbacks from Planning
Areas 3 and 4 designed in coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and California
Department of Fish and Game will result in a 400 meter-wide area along San Juan Creek that
will provide additional potential upland habitat for the arroyo toad.
The development footprint for Planning Area 8 adjacent to the lower Gabino/Cristianitos/Talega
arroyo toad populations will be limited to 500 acres within the 1,349-acre planning area. As
required by Special Condition I.D.8, five years of monitoring studies on the arroyo toad will be
completed by Rancho Mission Viejo, and the results of these studies will be used to design
appropriate measures to minimize impacts to the arroyo toad in Planning Area 8. No impacts to
the Talega Canyon major population/key location are anticipated to occur as a result of the
development of the 500 acres in the Talega Canyon/Blind Canyon sub-basins.
Response 4
Representatives of Rancho Mission Viejo and Phil Behrends of Dudek met with Mr. Bloom on
March 24, 2006. Mr. Bloom did not identify any new nest sites for raptors. Two roost sites for the
white-tailed hawk were identified by Mr. Bloom; one is located in GERA and one in the Donna
O’Neill Land Conservancy. No new information was provided regarding important winter
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locations for non-resident raptors beyond that information provided by Mr. Bloom in 1998. Given
the high conservation level of riparian habitats that provide nesting and roosting for raptors in
the SAMP Study Area and high conservation and grassland and suitable agricultural (i.e., barley
fields) foraging habitats, these additional locations do not significantly affect the conservation
analysis of these species.
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COMMENTOR 10

RANCHO MISSION VIEJO
Dated: January 13, 2006

Response 1
The comment is noted.
Response 2
Table 8-6 of the SAMP EIS as been modified as follows:
TABLE 8-6
SUMMARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE IMPACTS TO USACE WETLANDS AND
NON-WETLAND WATERS BY INFRASTRUCTURE TYPE FOR
ALTERNATIVES B-10 MODIFIED AND B-12a.
USACE Jurisdictional Areas
Wetlands (acres)
Alternative

Temp.

Permanent

Non-Wetland
Waters of the U.S. (acres)
Temp.

Permanent

Total USACE (acres)
Temp.

Permanent

B-12 Alternativeb.
Trails

5.11

2.30

5.32

2.63

10.43

4.93

Drainage Facilitiesc.

0.65

2.03

0.20

0.42

0.85

2.45

Water-Sewer

d.

0.57

1.19

0.20

0.92

0.77

2.11

Road/Bridge
Construction e

4.02

3.01

6.36

2.15

10.38

5.16

Maintenance of
Existing RMV Planning
Area Facilities

5.47

0.00

8.99

0.00

14.46

0.00

Fire Protection

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.01

Utility Facilities

0.00

0.18

0.00

0.38

0.00

0.56

15.82

8.53 8.71

21.07

6.12 6.60

36.89

Total

14.65 15.22

B-10 Modified Alternative
Trails

3.71

1.94

4.65

2.72

8.36

Drainage Facilitiesc.

0.15

1.66

0.01

0.14

0.16

1.80

Water-Sewerd.

1.61

3.51

1.59

3.25

3.20

6.76

Road/Bridge
e
Construction

5.17

1.91

6.08

1.77

11.25

3.68

Maintenance of
Existing RMV Planning
Area Facilities

5.55

0.00

8.75

0.00

14.30

0.00

16.19

9.02

21.08

7.88

37.27

16.90

Total
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

4.66

Jurisdictional areas falling outside of the GLA study area boundary are estimated using ERDC data.
As previously discussed this represents an overstated impact analysis and ultimate impacts will be less due to the limitations
on development in Planning Areas 4 and 8, and orchards in Planning Areas 6 and 7.
Includes culvert outfalls and Gobernadora Water Quality Basin
Includes non-domestic water, domestic water, and sewer.
Due to the lack of final design details on the location of road/bridge construction, a contingency of 50 percent of additional
impact is assumed for both alternatives.
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3.6

USACE PUBLIC HEARING

Oral testimony was taken at the USACE Public Hearing on December 6, 2005. A transcript of
the hearing was made; a copy of the transcript is provided in Section 5 of this document. The
following are responses to the comments made at the hearing. The numbering of the comments
is provided in the copy of the transcript. The comments made by the speakers are numbered
sequentially since all the comments are combined in the one document.
COMMENTOR 11

DAN SILVER
REPRESENTING ENDANGERED HABITATS LEAGUE AND SEA AND
SAGE AUDUBON SOCIETY

Response 1
Endangered Habitats League and Audubon Society’s support for the SAMP process is noted.

COMMENTOR 12

RICHARD GARDNER
REPRESENTING SELF AND DIRECTOR OF SOUTH COAST WATER
DISTRICT

Response 2
Jae Chung of the USACE in his response noted that the 400-meter-wide corridor is from edge to
edge which is suitable for wildlife movement. Please refer to the transcripts for an expanded
response.
Response 3
Jae Chung in his response noted that the different branches of the USACE have coordinated on
this SAMP proposal. Please refer to the transcripts for an expanded response.
Response 4
Lt. Col. Mark Blackburn and Mr. Chung, both with the USACE, indicated that they could provide
the commentor with information regarding USACE flood control programs outside of the public
hearing for the proposed SAMP project.
Response 5
Jae Chung noted that groundwater issues are addressed by the state, not the USACE. The
USACE’s mission does not have a regulatory nexus to groundwater. Please refer to the
transcripts for an expanded response.
Response 6
Jae Chung noted that the USACE’s focus, with respect to this project, is on adaptive
management. Please refer to the transcripts for an expanded response.
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SECTION 4
CLARIFICATIONS AND REVISIONS
Revisions and clarifications have been made to the SAMP EIS based on input received during
the public review period and the preparation of responses to comments on the Draft EIS. This
Clarifications and Revisions section of the Responses to Comments document follows the
organization of the Draft EIS. Only those sections of the EIS which have revisions and/or
clarifications are noted.
SECTION 2: PROJECT COORDINATION EFFORTS AND OVERVIEW OF POTENTIAL
PROJECTS
Text Changes
Pages 2-16 through 2-18 have been updated to reflect that the A7-FEC-M Alternative has been
selected as the Preliminary LEDPA. However, any final selection of a permittable alternative
awaits further public interest review by the USACE as well as a final Record of Decision (ROD).
Southern Orange County Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Project
(SOCTIIP)
The Southern Orange County Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Project
(SOCTIIP (previously referred to as the Foothill Transportation Corridor South project) is
the proposed extension of State Route 241 (SR-241) toll road south to Interstate 5 (I-5)
near the City of San Clemente. This extension would traverse the RMV Planning Area.
SR-241 extension is the final segment of the Transportation Corridor Agencies’ 67-mile
public toll road network. The proposed southerly extension is intended to relieve present
and future traffic congestion along I-5 and local arterials in south Orange County. The
SOCTIIP EIS/Supplemental EIR, distributed for public comment in May 2004, analyzes
ten alternatives. The Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency Board of Directors
and the Federal Highway Administration are responsible for choosing a final alternative.
The Alignment 7 Corridor-Far East Crossover-Modified Alternative (A7-FEC-M) was
selected as the Preliminary LEDPA. However, any final selection of a permittable
alternative awaits further public interest review by the USACE as well as a final Record of
Decision (ROD). The SOCTIIP Alternatives, in relationship to the SAMP Study Area and
RMV Planning Area, are depicted on Figure 2-5. The Transportation Corridor Agencies,
in conjunction with the FHWA, is pursuing separate Section 404 authorization for the
SOCTIIP….
Construction of the SOCTIIP is estimated to could begin in 2006/2007 2007/2008 with
completion expected in 2008/2009 2010/2011 (www.thetollroads.com, accessed August
3, 2005 December 4, 2006).
Figure Changes
Figure 2-3 has been modified to include the proposed Gobernadora Multipurpose Basin.
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SECTION 4: EXISTING CONDITIONS
Text Changes
Page 4.1-212 has been revised as follows:
Although facilities are planned as part of the County of Orange Master Plan of Riding
and Hiking Trails, there are no existing trails that link these regional parks. Three County
of Orange Master Plan of Riding and Hiking Trail facilities link O’Neill Regional Park to
Caspers Wilderness Park: Bell View Trail, Tijeras Creek Trail, and Arroyo Trabuco Trail.
Page 4.1-214 has been revised as follows:
Figure 4.1.12-2 illustrates the trails within the SAMP Study Area that are on the Orange
County General Plan Recreation Element Master Plan of Regional Riding and Hiking
Trails Map.
Page 4.1-214, second paragraph, has been revised as follows:
A Class I bicycle trail is a paved facility, which is physically separated from a roadway
and designated primarily for the use of bicycles and designated primarily for the use of
bicycles, although pedestrian and equestrian use is allowed on Orange County regional
Class I bikeways.
Page 4.1-214, last two sentences, have been revised as follows:
Some of tThese bikeways also are included on the County of Orange Master Plan of
Bikeways Bikeway Plan. The Master Plan of Bikeways is a component of the Recreation
Element of the General Plan.
Figure Changes
Figure 4.1.12-2 has been revised to incorporate the requested additional riding and hiking trails.
Figure 4.1.12-3 has been revised to incorporate the requested changes.
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SECTION 7: NEPA PUBLIC INTEREST ISSUES
Text Changes
Section 7.6, Noise, pages 7.6-12 and 7.6-13 have been updated to reflect that the A7-FEC-M
Alternative has been selected as the Preliminary LEDPA. However, any final selection of a
permittable alternative awaits further public interest review by the USACE as well as a final
Record of Decision (ROD).
SR-241 Southerly Extension
The proposed southern extension of SR-241 (i.e., the alignment that was selected by the
Transportation Corridor Agencies [TCA] as the locally preferred toll road alignment in
1991) would traverse the RMV Planning Area. The TCA and Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) are currently evaluating the South Orange County Transportation
Infrastructure Improvement Project (SOCTIIP), which includes the southern extension of
SR-241. Should t The TCA and FHWA have selected an alignment for the SR-241
extension that is different from the 1991 alignment; the Alignment 7 Corridor-Far East
Crossover-Modified Alternative (A7-FEC-M) was selected as the Preliminary LEDPA.
However, any final selection of a permittable alternative awaits further public interest
review by the USACE as well as a final Record of Decision (ROD). Alternative B-10
Modified would be modified to reflect the adopted alignment. The impacts associated
with the construction of the extension of SR-241 are being addressed in a separate
environmental document for the SOCTIIP study….
Section 7.10, Recreation, page 7.10-12 has been revised as follows:
Alternative A-4 would not conflict with the implementation of the implementation of the
Master Plan of Bikeways of the Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA)
Commuter Bikeways Strategic Plan and the County’s Bikeway Plan.
Section 7.10, Recreation, page 7.10-14 has been revised as follows:
Alternative A-5 would potentially conflict with the implementation of the County Master
Plan of Bikeways Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) Commuter Bikeways
Strategic Plan and the County’s Bikeway Plan.
Section 7.10, Recreation, page 7.10-15 has been revised as follows:
There are two designated bikeways within the limits of Alternative B-10 Modified. Both
bikeways would be provided for as part of the development of Alternative B-10
Modified…. Alternative B-10 Modified would not conflict with the implementation of the
Master Plan bikeways Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) Commuter
Bikeways Strategic Plan and the County’s Bikeway Plan.
Section 7.10, Recreation, page 7.10-16 has been revised as follows:
Alternative A-5 would not have any significant physical impacts on recreational
resources. However, this alternative does not provide for the comprehensive
implementation of the County Master Plan of Riding and Hiking Trails, the County
Master Plan of Bikeways the County’s Bikeway Plan, or the OCTA Commuter Bikeway
Strategic Plan within the RMV Planning Area.
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SECTION 8: COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 404(B)(1) GUIDELINES
Text Changes
TABLE 8-6
SUMMARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE IMPACTS TO USACE WETLANDS AND
NON-WETLAND WATERS BY INFRASTRUCTURE TYPE FOR
ALTERNATIVES B-10 MODIFIED AND B-12a.
USACE Jurisdictional Areas
Wetlands (acres)
Alternative
B-12 Alternative

Temp.

Permanent

Non-Wetland
Waters of the U.S. (acres)
Temp.

Permanent

Total USACE (acres)
Temp.

Permanent

b.

Trails

5.11

Drainage Facilities

c.

2.30

5.32

2.63

10.43

4.93

0.65

2.03

0.20

0.42

0.85

2.45

Water-Sewerd.

0.57

1.19

0.20

0.92

0.77

2.11

Road/Bridge
e
Construction

4.02

3.01

6.36

2.15

10.38

5.16

Maintenance of
Existing RMV Planning
Area Facilities

5.47

0.00

8.99

0.00

14.46

0.00

Fire Protection

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.01

Utility Facilities
Total

0.00

0.18

0.00

0.38

0.00

15.82

8.53 8.71

21.07

6.12 6.60

36.89

0.56
14.65 15.22

B-10 Modified Alternative
Trails

3.71

1.94

4.65

2.72

8.36

4.66

Drainage Facilitiesc.

0.15

1.66

0.01

0.14

0.16

1.80

Water-Sewer

d.

1.61

3.51

1.59

3.25

3.20

6.76

Road/Bridge
e
Construction

5.17

1.91

6.08

1.77

11.25

3.68

Maintenance of
Existing RMV Planning
Area Facilities

5.55

0.00

8.75

0.00

14.30

0.00

16.19

9.02

21.08

7.88

37.27

16.90

Total
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Jurisdictional areas falling outside of the GLA study area boundary are estimated using ERDC data.
As previously discussed this represents an overstated impact analysis and ultimate impacts will be less due to the limitations
on development in Planning Areas 4 and 8, and orchards in Planning Areas 6 and 7.
Includes culvert outfalls and Gobernadora Water Quality Basin
Includes non-domestic water, domestic water, and sewer.
Due to the lack of final design details on the location of road/bridge construction, a contingency of 50 percent of additional
impact is assumed for both alternatives.

Page 8-90 has been updated to reflect that the A7-FEC-M Alternative has been selected as the
Preliminary LEDPA. However, any final selection of a permittable alternative awaits further
public interest review by the USACE as well as a final Record of Decision (ROD).
SR-241 SOCTIIP
In May 2004, the Transportation Corridor Agencies, Caltrans, and FHWA released for
public review a Draft EIS/SEIR for the South Orange County Transportation
Infrastructure Improvement Program (SOCTIIP)…. The alternatives being evaluated in
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the SOCTIIP are described in Chapter 2.0 (Figure 2-5). The TCA and FHWA have
selected an alignment for the SR-241 extension that is different from the 1991 alignment;
the Alignment 7 Corridor-Far East Crossover-Modified Alternative (A7-FEC-M) was
selected as the Preliminary LEDPA. However, any final selection of a permittable
alternative awaits further public interest review by the USACE as well as a final Record of
Decision (ROD). Based on information from the EIS/EIR, the impacts to wetlands for
each alternative are shown in Table 8-12….

SECTION 9: GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS AND CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Text Changes
Page 9-16 has been updated to reflect that the A7-FEC-M Alternative has been selected as the
Preliminary LEDPA. However, any final selection of a permittable alternative awaits further
public interest review by the USACE as well as a final Record of Decision (ROD).
SR-241 SOCTIIP. In May 2004, the Transportation Corridor Agencies, Caltrans, and
FHWA released for public review a Draft EIS/SEIR for the South Orange County
Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Program (SOCTIIP). The purpose of SOCTIIP
is to evaluate regional circulation needs in south Orange County. The potential extension
of SR-241 south to I-5 and the Orange/San Diego county border is one component of the
SOCTIIP. The extension of SR-241 would traverse the RMV Planning Area. The
SOCTIIP EIS/EIR evaluates six corridor alternatives for SR-241, each of which would
consist of four mixed-flow lanes initially and six mixed-flow plus two HOV lanes
ultimately. SOCTIIP includes one alternative to improve existing and master planned
arterial highways, one alternative to widen I-5 from the County border north to the I-405
interchange, and two No Action Alternatives (Figure 2-5). The alternatives being
evaluated in the SOCTIIP are described below. The Alignment 7 Corridor-Far East
Crossover-Modified Alternative (A7-FEC-M) was selected as the Preliminary LEDPA.
However, any final selection of a permittable alternative awaits further public interest
review by the USACE as well as a final Record of Decision (ROD).
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